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"- ' 'Nurses strike .could spread to this area 
Health care at Skeenaviewi Lodge and the Skeena 
Health unit in Terrace and Kltimat could be affected 
early in the new year if the province's registered 
government urses union takes job action to speed up 
contract negotiations. 
The union representing 2,600 B.C. nurses is unhappy 
over what they perceive as government delays in 
pursuing a new agreement to replace the current 
contract which expires in a matter of days. The union 
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negotiated for 24 months with the Government Em- 
ployee Relations Bureau, the government bargaining 
unit, •before signing the current agreement on Dec. 7, 
Ken Zorn, the shop steward for the 28 registered and 
psychiatric nurses employed at Skeenaview, /mid 
Thursday the union's dissatishction centred around 
the delay over the initiation of contract talks, rather 
than the issues to be hammered out at the bargaining 
table. 
"The chances (of job action) depends entirely on the 
bureau," he said. "It hasn't yet been fully determined 
which services would be affected," he explained. 
"However, essential services would be maintained". 
That position was echoed by Eleanor Bell, one of 12 
nurses employed at the Skoena Health Unit in Terrace 
and Kitimat. She said a committee has been formed to 
decide on where and what rotating strikes will take 
place. 
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"If they (the' bureau) bargained in good faith this 
wouldn't happen," she said. 
The nurses received an eight per cent wage hike on 
their current contract following binding arbitration. 
They had been seek~,g 17 per cent. With a decision by 
the bureau to delay the start of contract talks for 1980 
until late January, the nurses voted 91 per cent in 
favour of taking some form of rotating strike action. 
The nurses can legally strike up to March 18, though 
they must provide 72 hour notice. 
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Battle Oil pr ices 
going up 
Suppliers announce hikes 
lraq and Indonesia, which 30 million burrels.a-day oil substantially over the past 
~ogetherproducennarlyone- output, and Indonesian year. • 
fifth of the Organization of Energy Minister Subroto had The price of Basrah light, 
Petroleum Export ing said earlier this week that Iraq's leading rade of crude 
Countries' oil, announced Indonaslawould not raise its 'oil, was boosted by $4 to 
todaypriceincrassesofupto rices unless Saudi Arabia $25,96 a barrel, while the 
10 per cent, moved first, price of the Kirkuk grade, 
The increases were ex- The decision by Iraq, the which is of slightly higher 
peered to spread, with Venezuela, another major second.largest producer in quality, rose $4 to $22.18. 
OPEC producer and the the 1S-cation cartel, to go Indonesia, which ad gone 
supplier of 3,5 per cent of from $24toabaut $26 for a 42. up by $2 during the OPEC 
gallon barrel was reported meeting, announced in- 
U,S. petroleum needs; by industry sources In Rome, creases of $1,45 to $2.85 a 
saying it planned to an- who said the boost was barrel effective Jan, 1. The 
nctmee its 1980 price list retroactive to Dec. 1. The boosts lift lndonests's top 
price to $30,75, 75 cents 
latervenezuelatOday.'was' exI~cted to" increase had been expected above the price Charged by 
• raise its base price by $2 to by many industry observers. 
$'26 for a 42-gallon bai'rel. The moveput Iraq bet- OPEC militants Nigeria, AI- 
wecn the moderate Saudts, geria and Libya for their 
Every$1 (U.S,) increase in who are charging $24 for highgrade oil, 
a barrel of oil means an Indonesia ccounts for 
increase in Canadian funds their oil, and the Iranians, 
of 3.Scentsalitreor5.7cente whe ebarge $28.50 for oil of a about five per cent of 
an Imperial gallon, similar grade. OPEC's production. 
Saudi Arabian Oil Minister 
The latest hikes could . Thepricingsplltdeveinped Ahmed Zaki Yamani denied 
prompt influential Saudi hefore lsst week's OPEC oil in Paris Thursday his 
Arabia to announce a further ministers' cnnt~erence, which country has decided to raise. 
~ ~]ffe:ll~'~imgd~ov~t'~~e.~ ! ~" ": adJourned"¢tltilb1~ reachinl~ its price'by 13 in Fefiii=ry, 
par cent boost imposeo along any agreement on a single but said "oil price increases 
with Venezuela and two price structure for 1980. are determined by the 
other OPEC members ear- Iraq produces 3.7 million market, and Saudi oil prices 
ller this month. 42-gailea barrels a day -- 12 are currently below those 
Saudi Arabia produces percentofOPEC'soutput. It prevailing on the in- 
nearly one.third of OPEC's has raised production ternational market," 
Gutted' restuarant's ta fate? See story page 3, column page 4 
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Soldiers ready for the truce 
accidental, and Mugabe 
ordered his men to hold 
"very fast" to their weapons 
and be "extremely vigilant 
towards the enemy and not 
allow yourselves to be dis- 
armed." 
A Rhodesian official said 
Tongngara, who was said to 
have disagreed with Mngabe 
on policy, had voiced fears 
for his life. 
Patriotic Front guerrilla and the soldiers died in a 
alliance, and the three helicopter thatcrashed in
soldiers. Rhodesia. 
Tongngara was killed in a There were allegations 
car crash in Mozambique that none of the deaths was 
Hydro costly 
WINNIPEG (CP) -- poor planning on the part of And farmers in the area of 
Manitobans spent from $500 former Hydro officials, It the helicopter c ash said the 
million to $800 million more also accased the former New. craft.--clearly marked with 
then they should have to Democratic Party govern, white crosses indicating it 
develop northern hydro ment of political in-belonged to the 
electric generation capacity, terference in Hydro affairs, paacekenping force -- had 
The report said that as a been fired on. British 
rages 
on in 
Afghan 
Die-hard supporters of 
esecuted Afghan President 
Hafizullah Amin were 
reported trading rifle fire in 
Kabul today after Russian 
forces installed their own 
man in power to end a 19- 
month.old insurrection on 
the Soviet Union's outhern 
border. The border 
guerrillas, scorning a 
There were signs the new 
leader, Babrak Karma], will 
conduct large-scale purges. 
Britain and West Germany 
condemned the Solviet In. 
volvemunt, A U.S. official 
called it "the groesest form 
of international behavior." 
A report from the 
Japanese mbassy in Kabul 
said sporadic shots were 
heard near the road running 
from the Soviet embauy to 
the old roy,.palace wMch 
tppeared to "bestill in the 
hands of Amin's followers. 
Several MIG-21 planes 
circled over the city, the 
report said. 
Islamic rebels, who fought 
Amin, denounced Soviet in- 
fluunce in Afghanistan and 
vowed to continue their war 
aimed at establishing a non. 
Marxist government in 
Kabul. 
"The Moslem nation of 
Afghanistan will not be 
deceived by the change in 
pawns," aspokesman for the 
Afghan Islamic Movement 
said in Tchran. "The Babrak 
Karnml coup in Afghanistan 
is the direct result of Soviet 
interference in Afghan in- 
ternal affairs." 
The rebels view any 
Marxist government as a 
threat to the Moslem beliefs 
held by moat Afghanis. 
Moscow Radio said today 
that the Soviet Union has 
responded toa request from 
the new government of 
Afghanistan to send im- 
mediate aid, including mili- 
tary assistance. 
The radio said the request 
was based on the friendship 
treaty signed between 
Moscow and Kabul on Dec. 5 
last year. 
Pipeline 
company 
gets an 
extension 
SALISBURY (AP) -- 
Rhodasian soldiers cleared 
roads of land mines today 
and escorted about 1,300 
Commonwealth soldiers and 
80 guerrilla leaders to 
assembly camps throughout 
Rhodesia in preparation for 
a midnight ceasefire. 
Truce preparations were 
marred by the deaths 
Thursday of a guerrilla 
general and three members 
of the pescekeeping force. 
At 12:01a,m. Saturday, 
Rhodesia's white-led armed 
forces are to let about 16,000 
guerrillas come out of the 
bush and gather at 16 
assembly points, 
Soldiers from Britain, 
Australia, New Zealand, 
Kenya and FiJt will watch 
over the guerrillas and the 
government soldiers, who 
will be confined in about 40 
bases, until Rhodesia's new 
government is elected in 
February and Britain grants 
its colony independence. 
"The success of the 
cnasefire now depends on the 
forces themselves and on the 
cooperation of the people as 
a whole," Lord Scames, the 
British governor guiding 
Rhodesia through the 
transition, said in a broad. 
cast. 
British officials said the 
ceasefire will be im- 
plemented on time despite 
the deaths ThUrsday of 
Josiah Tongngara, military 
commander of Robert 
Mugabe's wing of the 
OLYMPIA, Wash. (AP) -- 
Northern Tier Pipeline Co. 
was given a year's extension 
Thursday on Its hid to con. 
vince Washington state to 
authorize a multi.million 
dollar oil port and pipeline to 
the United States Midwest. 
With not a day to spare, the 
WashIngton Energy Facility 
Site Evaluation Council 
agreed to yet another ex- 
tension in the protracted 
discussions over the energy 
PaNekage, 
orthern Tier, a Montana- 
based consortium, asked the 
council on July 26, 1978, to 
approve the project. After 
numerous delays, some 
caused by the company's 
decision to re.route the 
proposed pipeline, the co.nn- 
ell had faced a Tharsnay 
deddiine to make a decision. 
The problem was that the 
formal contested case 
hearing does not convene in 
Olympia until next Thur- 
sday. 
Finance Minister Don Craik 
said Thursday, 
Craik, minister espon- 
sible for Manitoba Hydro, 
made the statement shortly 
after making public a lung- 
awaited report on the 
operations ofthe utility. 
He said his estimates did 
not include money lost 
through currency exchanges 
on foreign loans needed to 
pay for development 
projects. 
The report was the product 
of a two-year study by 
George E. Trltschler, former 
chief Justice of the Manitoba 
Court of Queen's Beech, into 
the operations of Manitoba 
Hydro. 
Craik described the report 
as "a serious condemnation 
of the top management of 
Hydro." 
The study said millions of 
dollars had heen wasted and 
it blamed bad judgment and 
result, since 1970, Hydro has authorities officially de- 
not followed its mandate to scribed the crash as an acci- 
"promote economy and dent. 
efficiency in the supply of 
electric power," 
Although the report was 
immediately denounced by 
some NDP opposition 
members as political 
Justification for government 
policy, official opposition 
reaction isn't expected until 
.today. 
NDP Leader Howard 
Pawley'refused tocomment 
saying he wanted 24 hours to 
study the report, However, 
party Hydro critic Jim 
Walding said the Con- 
servatlves "got what they 
wanted," from the report. 
The 493.page report, 
produced at a cost of 
$1,350,000, made 52 separate 
recommendations, It urged 
structural changes in Hydro 
management. 
U.S. deports students 
WASHINGTON (AP) -- An said he will ask the full nine- the field of foreign policy," 
appeals court has cleared member court, to hear the the appeals court ruled. 
the way ~ for the deportation case because of "this very "Judges are not expert in 
of some Iranian dtudents as important issue." that field and they lack the 
part of U.S, retaliation for The appeals judges over- information necessary for 
the seizure of the U.S. turned an order by U,S. the formation ofan opininn," 
Embassy in Tchran. District Judge Joyce Hens the ruling said. "The 
But a lawyer for three stu. Green, who had found the president, on the other hand, 
dents who challenged order an understandable has the opportunity of 
President Cai'ter's order effort to retaliate against knowing the conditions 
singling out Iranians for h'an but "one that does not which prevail in foreign 
immigration checks ays he supporta legitimate national countries," 
will carry the right to the interest." As of Dec, 24, the Im- 
U,S. Supreme Court unless m i g r a t i o n a n d 
he gets a rehearing. The Judges chastised Mrs. Naturalization Service had 
Three members ofthe U.S, Green for going "beyond an interviewed 54,486 Iranian 
Court of Appeals un Thur- acceptable judicial role" in students and found that 6,444 
sday ruled Carter's Nov. 10 attempting to evaluate did not have valid visas, Of 
order was constitutional and policy reasons for the order, the students in the U.S., 463 
that it was "a fundamental "Certainly in a case such have requested asylum, 857 
element of the president's as the eae presented here, it left rather than face 
efforts to resolve the Iranian is not the business of courts deportation, S0 others left 
crisis." to pass judgment on the voluntarily and 10 have been 
Lawyer Eric Lieherman decisions of the president in deported. 
Hostage transfers denied 
TEHRAN tAP) -- Moslem 
militants occupying the U.S. 
Embassy denied reports 
today that seven hostages 
had been transferred from 
the compound to a 
maximum-security jail. The 
official Pars news agency 
also denied istributing the 
report. 
First word that Pars was 
carrying the report came 
from the NBC.TV 
correspondent i  Tehran, 
who said Pars got its infor- 
mation from the French 
news agency, Agence 
France-Pressc. 
The French news agency 
dispatch came from Char- 
tree, France, and quoted a 
French legislator just 
returned from Tehran as 
saying the hnstages had been 
transferred toTehran's Evin 
prison, probably for health 
reasons, 
In an interview with the 
French newspaper L'Eche 
Republlcaln, circulated by 
Agence France-Presse, 
lawmaker Nicholas About 
gave  no indication of the 
source of his information, He 
was not immediately avail- 
able for elaboration. 
He was one of three 
French lawmakers who 
recently returned from a 
self-initiated factfinding tour 
to Iran. 
Youngsters hit the ice 
Teams from Terrace and Kitimat got their tour- by the lopsided score of 17-5 over Terrace. Kitimat 
nament play underway in different locals of the defeated 100 Mfle 9-5 in midget actionin Quesnel. 
province yesterday, some faring better than others. 
At Powell River, the Terrace Bantams defeated 
Richmond 8-5. In a second match the Terrace team 
succumbed by a 10-2 score to Fuller Lake. 
At Prince Rupert Thursday, the Kitimat Peewees 
defeated Smithers 10-2, while the Terrace ntry lost to 
Houston 7-5. 
In pup division tourney action in Terrace, the 
Terrace Raps defeated Kitimat 7-1 in the first game 
and won by a 7-4 count in the second. In bantam action 
in Kitimat, Kitimat Ease lost .1.0-i to the Terrace B 
Peps. 
In midget ourney play,.it was Fort St. John winning 
The Terrace Peewees defeated Fort St. John 7-5 in 
Nanaimo. It was Prince George's number two team 
beating Kitimat Reps 13-0 in pup division action in 
Terrace. In another local tournament game, Kitimat 
number twos defeated Granisle 6-3. 
In further peewee action in Nanaimo, ' errace Twin 
River Timber beat Aldergrove 5-3. It was Hazelton 13. 
Terrace House League Peps 4, in bantam play in 
Kitimat. 
In bantam action in Kitimat, it was Emporium 9. 
Ease 1, and Cassiar lost 7-3 to the Lions. Terrace I3 
Raps won 10-1 over Kitimat Ease. 
Action throughout the divisions c" ,'tinues ihrougl" 
this weekend. 
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Union 
tries to 
avoid a 
split up 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- The 
Canadian Union of United 
Brewery, Flour, Cereal, Soft 
Drink and Distillery 
Workers ia attempting to 
restructure itself to avoid a 
split among members in 
British Columbia, Alberta 
and Saskatchewan. 
John Langley, the union's 
B.C .  vice-president, said 
Thursday the Canadian 
Labor Cengroso is'assisting 
the national union in a plan 
to avoid a breakup by 
granting increased regional 
autonomy. 
The 1,300 B.C. members 
held a dlaaffiliation vote 
before Christmas but the 
ballots will not be counted 
pending a Jan. 14 conference 
in Toronto to work out a new 
structure for the union, 
Langley said. 
"If the conference Is 
successful, then we'll have a 
convention to change the 
constitution," he said. "If 
not, then it's bye-bye." 
B.C. brewery workers' 
Local 300 was placed under 
national trusteeship briefly 
in October after It announced 
its intention to disaffiliate. 
The move to leave the na- 
tional union resulted from 
the Western locals' desire for 
autonomy, their opposition 
to a plan for national 
bargaining and complaints 
of lack of support from 
Toronto during strikes in the 
West. 
m 
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If the last six. five. four or three d,gtts on'your ticket are identical fo and in the same 
order as the winning numbers above, your hcket is ehg,ble to winthecorresponding prize. 
last 6 digits WIN $1,000 
last 5 digits WIN $100 
last 4 digits WIN $25 
last 3 digits Five dollars worth of Express Tickets 
redeemable by presenting the WHOLE TICKET to any partici- 
pating retailer o; by following the claim procedure on the back 
of the ticket 
REDEMPTION OF CASH PRIZES 
Major Cash Prizes: W,eners of major pnzes, including Bonus and Surprize prizes 
may claim their prize by following the claim procedure on lhe back of the ticket. 
Other Cash Prizes: Other cash prizes, up fo and including $1,000 may be cashed at 
any branch of the Canadian Imper,al Bank of Commerce in Western Canada. or by 
following the claim procedure on the back of fhe ticket 
In the event of discrepancy between th,5 h¢~l and Ihe Othclat winning nurnbet'~ hst ,35 cert,l,ed by Ihe aud,lot$ 
of Ihe Foundah~n Ihe taller shall prevail 
WINNING NUMBERS FOR SURPRIZE DRAW TICKETS DATED DECEMBER 26, 1979 
For complete number only.  No subsidiary prizes. 
For your convemence, numbers are arranged m the order ol the first three digits in each prize category When you..rely on our solid 
Wins Sl0A00 5156462 329Cl12 447(:632 ~3J680 751B887 
8386166 569Cd26 333H076 450H MS 6006385 759G~4 
Wlnt $SA00 669(:133 346(:608 ~7A656 600H~4 617D.~4 
292G047 Wins SS0O 347K064 4571-1983 616G77  8113010 
343J~P3 IO2G 130 3520401 464J561 619B426 821G462 
462G624 I04J591 361J870 ~SHJ30  621G902 922C324 
5031"1621 135B218 366D3P9 466B634 6340607 626A156 
661¢o03 145K~4 373H306 469J956 M2B3SS 629J307" 
689D~9 141B516 385A936 471G957 M3D933 829J921 
723C292 157J396 366H~ff4 493B8~ 644<:368 843J4d8 
773A116 187A609 393G902 5076454 ~6J410  661J249 
924D 102 203H37 S 3961-167 5 5~,~ 762 608D702 9&ID 365 
998C639 212(:910 396J040 5296169 689J803 976G139 
Wins St,000 224J751 400~0~3 54003150 69~W6 981J144 
126~41 22dO dO4 - 406{::673 5429414 699C528 897AOOt 
139H 115 22714007 407D293 542.J ~ 4 699G 933 906GC89 
161K867 Z33G~9 412D312 $44G 216 711D070 920J000 
230J504 237J275 414J270 548G900 716C1~ 925D335 
267A967 2526392 4i21C539 .~.~6C2,~ 731DE74 947A536 
327J233 2926437 4~6J073 ~690~9 734G994 957C063 
3268807 318C097 447C4M 579GOS4 750C177 
THE SURPRIZE  DRAW HAS CHANGED!  
HOW instead of a ~URPRIZ[ DRAW every month. 5iJRPRIZE winning vouchers are included 
m pouches each week The more than $100.000 in SURPRIZ[ pr,zes formerly allocated 
t,J the monthly SURPRIZE DRAW are  now made ava,lable through Ih,s feature 
Dream ship sank 
(AP)  - -  Ned Ackerman 
watched his twin-masted 
dream vanishing into the 
ocean mists as foul winds 
and heavy seas sought o 
push the John F. Loavitt, the 
first U.S. sailing cargo ship 
in 40 years, beneath the 
waves .  
The 32-metre wooden 
schooner was making its 
first working voyage 
Thursday, carrying aload of 
lumber and tanning 
chemicals from qulncy, 
Mess., to Haiti. 
tempt o recreate the age of 
sail and beat the energy 
crunch, but early teday it 
was sinking into the Atlantic 
Ocean. 
U.S. C~st Guard officials 
said the Cutter Chase was 
dispatched from Bootes to 
the alto of the distressed ship 
about 300 miles east- 
southeast ofNew York City. 
Spokesman Fran Padllla 
said the cutter would "do 
what it can to save the 
vessel." 
WESTHAMPTON, N.Y. members and passengers 
were rescued from the 
foundering schooner  
Thursday aftemonn by a 
helicopter f om the Air Na- 
tional Guard's  lO6th 
Aerospace Rescue and 
Recovery Group here. 
"This has been my life for 
the last four years," said 
Ackerman, 36, of 
Thomaston, Me. "I will have 
to reassess the situation ow. 
It's been along haul and I'm 
exhausted. We got caught by 
the perils of the sea." 
Ackerman said he called 
It~'Waa~':~Ackerman's~ ~ ~ - ' for help because, "it wam't 
worth risking everyone on 
beard trying to get the 
situation under control." 
Upon his arrival here, 
Ackermun •said his troubles 
began when winds shifted. 
from the northeast o the 
northwest about 4 p.m. 
Thursday. He said the ship 
began rocking between 
waves pushed by 20-knot 
winds, causing the vessel to 
take on water. 
The coast guard said the 
ship left Quincy about 10 
Ackermau and eight crew days ago. 
The Leavltt, which took el• 
moat four years to build, set 
sail Nov. 12 from 
Thomaston, bound for 
Quincy, and ran aground 
twice in that trip. 
Ackerman, a former 
medieval scholar and 
English instructor at 
Merrimack College in North 
Andover, Mass,, named the 
vessel after maritime 
scholar John F, Leavitt, who 
wrote In the Wake of the 
Coasting Schooner, 
• Modelled after Igth- 
century ships, the LeaviR 
was powered by wind 
~ esslng against canvas ail 8gad on 25-metre masts. 
With no engines, its only fuel 
requirement was a small 
amount of diesel oil needed 
for pumps, generators and 
hydraulic argo hoists. 
Estimates of the cast of 
building the vessel started at 
$300¢000, but Ackerman 
never gave an exact figure. 
The Leavitt's .cargo 
capacity was 150 tons, the 
equivalent of five semi. 
|railer truckloads. 
Last days see deaths 
LANCASTER, S.C. (AP) 
- -  While prisoners yelled for 
help behind locked doors, a 
fire sent smoke billowing 
through a 166.year.old 
county Jail, killing 10 
~ isoners two weeks bef~e e building was ached, led 
to be dosed. 
Only three prisoners 
survived the fire Thursday 
night on the second floor of 
the Lancaster County Jail, a 
two-storey masonry  
structure designed by the 
architect who planned the 
Washington Monument, 
authorities said. 
The county was scheduled 
J 
to move the Jail and offices of 
the sheriff's department in
two weeks to a new building 
on the outskirts of Lan. 
caster, officials aid. 
Two prisoners and a fire- 
fighter were taken to 
hospital •with smoke 
inhalation. 
Capt. Leon Gasque, 
assistant director of the state 
law enforcement division, 
said investigators have not 
determined how the fire 
started. "We have some 
suspicions but I'd rather not 
stay more at this point." 
Hugh Munn, a division 
spokesman, said the Jailer, 
L.C. McAtoer, and a high. 
way patrolman, L.N, 
Alexander, were on the 
second floor with the 13 
prisoners when the fire 
broke out about 6:15 p.m. 
The two officers and Ralph 
Cole, a trusty who was down• 
stairs, smelled smoke and 
ran to ®an the jail doors. 
While Cole was trying to 
unlock the second OOr, he 
heard the men inside calling 
for help, Muun said. 
The cause of death for the 
10 who did not escape was 
undetermined, "but it looks 
like smoke inhalation," 
Gasque said. 
You,ve got it 
made. 
NEWS BRIEFS 
WASHINGTON (AP) -- 
Ohe chairman of 'the U,S. 
Federal Trade Commission 
thinks television com- 
mercials aimed at children 
cause children's teeth to rot 
and drive a wedge between 
youngsters and their par- 
ento. 
But the U,S. Court of 
Appeals says that doesn't 
nrove he has "an unalterably 
clesed mind" about he ads, 
The court ruled 2 to 1 
Thursday that a lower court 
made amistake in banishing 
chairman Michael Part- 
schuk frbm a commission 
inquiry into weather com. 
merciats aimea at children 
should be banned or 
restricted. 
The lower court said Per- 
tschuk should not participate 
in the proceeding became he 
bad spoken out on the issue 
in advance. 
Bell operators helpful 
TORONTO (CP)  - -  On- The service calls for oper. 
terse and Quebec telephone ators to he as be helpful and 
ealle~whoencountoredcurt friendly as possible to 
Bell Canada operators 
earlier this week may find 
the same operators much 
more helpful today. 
Operators, inthe middle of 
a contract dispute with Bell, 
will he practising what heir 
union. - -  the ' Com- 
munications Workers of 
Canada -- calls super serv- 
ice. 
customers, including 
discussing the weather and 
giving the correct ime -- a 
service Bell stopped several 
years ago. 
The extra courtesy will 
likely mean operators will 
not be able to handle their 
usual 1,000 calls a day. 
Nuke killed baby? 
HARRISBURG, Pa. (AP) 
-- Edward and Perrl Kllck, 
the parents of a stillborn 
daughter, have filed suit to 
prove that the Three Mile 
'Island nuclear accident 
killed their baby. 
"My physician was always 
concerned about the 
radiation," Mrs. Kllck said 
Thursday alter her lawyer, 
Joseph Shein, filed the suit in 
U.S. District Court. 
The York County couple is 
asking for more than $20.000 
Storm 
LONDON (AP) -- Fore: 
casters are predicting more 
rough weather for the British 
Isles after a killer storm 
drenched parts of the island 
country in a torrent of flood 
waters and left at least seven 
dead and three missing in 
storm-related incidents. 
South Wales, where 
flooding Thoreday claimed 
at least three lives, was 
declared a disaster area, 
Hundreds were evacuated 
from the region, many of 
them by RAF helicopters, in 
in compensatory and 
punitive damages from the 
plant operato r , Metropolitan 
Edison; the plant owner, 
General Public Utilities; and 
the plant designed, Babcock 
and Wilcox. 
The Kiicks, who have a 21- 
month-old son, live five kilo- 
metres from the plant, which 
was crippled March 28 in the 
most serious accident in the 
history of the U.S. com. 
mercial nuclear industry. 
Their daughter was 
stillborn Aug. 28. 
in U.K. 
the face of the worst storm in 
a deea'de~,'Riv~ buret'their 
banks and flood waters ran 
two metres deep through a 
number of Welsh towns and 
villages. 
Police said water tl~at had 
backed up in a mountain 
brook above the ville3e of 
Bhydyear suddenly broke 
free and came down on the 
village in a "torrent." Two 
persons were killed and five 
others were treated for 
exposure to cold when the 
water hit their homes, police 
said, 
Syrians embarrassed 
DAMASCUS (Reuter) -- 
The Syrian government, 
stung by the surprise 
defection of its ambassador 
to the United Nations, said 
Thursday night he resigned 
after being recalled for 
supporting the peace pact 
between Egypt and Israel, 
In a first reaction to the 
resignation Thursday of 
Hammound el-Choufi, an 
official government source 
said the ambassador had 
been ordered home after 
adopting a stand con- 
tradictory to Syrian policy 
during the latest UN debate 
on the Middle East. 
The source said Choufl col- 
laborated openly with 
Egypt's UN delegate and 
came out in favor of the 
Camp David agreements on 
the Middle East, which l*d to 
the Egyptlan-Israeli peace 
pact last March, 
Syria has strongly opposed., 
the peace moves that have 
also led to Egypt's isolation 
from moot of the Arab world. 
Choufi announced his 
resignation Thursday, ac- 
cusing the government of 
President Hafez al-Assad of 
corruption, repression and 
opportunism. 
Riverside Auto Wrecking 
Used Cars & Trucks 
J~ Ready for the road at Reduced Prices 
[ . J  73 INTERNATIONAL PICK-UP 
15 VOLKSWAGEN 
Jl 72 CHEV PICK.UP 
~;~ 72 FORD1 TON with STEEL FLATDECK 
J~ 69 FORD F..250 
. ,"?.N,TiON,L, ,O.  w.. F'ATOECK 
24 HOUR TOWING 
r~ 4129 Substation Road 
I 1  ~. 635-683T 635-9393 
, J 
Attract ive .5 bedroom home on Scott Ave. 4 
pce. bath plus ensuite on main f loor. 2 pce. 
in basement. New carpet on main f loor,  
l iv ing room brick f ireplace. Cedar rec 
room, work  shop and laundry room. Fenced 
yard with fruit  trees. Ideal fami ly  home 
close to all schools. For appointment to v iew 
call  Dick Evans. 
~ PRUDKN & CURRIE ,fs.i LTD, 
TERRICES COMPLETE REAL ESTATE SERVICE |e .e ' l  
4646 Likelie ivenuo ,-.,.. | |6 -8142 i  
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Inspector sifts through rubble looking for the cause 
Building may have to go 
The fire which gutted 
the Seven Seas resturant 
in Terrace on Tuesday 
originated in  a small 
crawl space beneath the 
building, a fire depart- 
ment official revealed 
Thursday. 
The exact cause of the 
blaze has yet to be 
determined, said Bert 
Roseboom, a Terrace 
firefighter. The in- 
vestigation will continue 
BODY RECOVERED 
SECHELT (CP) -- The 
body of James Dowule, 30, of 
Ponder Harbor, B.C,, was 
recovered Thursday off 
British Columbia's Sunshine 
Coast northwest of Van- 
couver. Dowule died after a 
sailboat capsized on 
Christmas day. Two others 
who were aboard the boat 
made it to shore safely. 
VICTIM NAMED 
CHILLIWACK (CP) -- 
RCMP in this Fraser Valley 
community said Thursday a
man murdered some time 
ago has been identified as 
Victor Nolan, 30, of no fixed 
address. His body was 
recovered from the south 
bunk of the Fraser River ~n 
Christmas Day. Police said 
he had been shot in the head 
and stomach and they 
speculated the sla.yin$, nc- 
curred upstream aoouc two 
months ago. 
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today. 
After the cause has 
been determined, an 
assessment  on .  the 
damage wil l  be made/ I f  
the repair costs are 
prohibitively high, the 
Long rail str;ke 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- The 
leader of British Columbia 
Railway's trainmen said 
Thursday that the current 
strike will be the longest in 
the rallway's history. 
Ken Llndley, United 
Transportation Union 
representative on the 
Council of Railway Unions, 
made the comment following 
.a breakdown of informal 
talks aimed at getting a re- 
" sumplion in bargaining. 
Lindley said the railway is 
adamant that there will be 
no settlement until the 
units  agree to a reduction 
in train crews to two from 
three. 
He said his union will not 
allow the reductinn until the 
BCR can show it can run the 
railway safely. 
Lindley said the railway is 
hoping the provincial 
government will soon impose 
a 90-day cooling off period to 
end the strike, but Labor 
Minister Jack Heinrich has 
said he wants the dispute 
settled through direct 
bargaining. 
The longest strike to hit 
BCR was a seven.wcok 
shutdown In 1974-75..,Con. 
servatlve stimates indicate 
the current strike, which 
began eight days ago, has 
Coat he province's economy 
at least $10 milli~, 
HURT FORESTRY 
Forest company officials 
say the strike would 
seriously hurt the industry in 
early January when 
operations gear up again 
after the holidays. 
Train crews were reduced 
last year on the major 
national railways, but the 
BCR unions say the BCR, 
with its steeper grades and 
ter curves, requires the 
trainman for safety 
reasons. 
"We say the BCR is 25 
years behind CN and CP in 
Cargo shift was 
capsizing cause 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- The 
most plausible explanatinn 
for the capsizing of the 
freighter Lea Wang Zin is 
that the cargo shifted and 
caused the hull to split, says 
Prince Rupert harbormaster 
Bob Kitching. 
The 59,000-tun freighter, 
which capsized Christmas 
Day after, leaving Prince 
Rupert and has become 
snagged on rocks off the 
Alaska coast, was carrying a 
full load of iron ore con- 
centrate in the form of pea- 
~. I . - -A  - - .11~¢.  " 
building will be leveled. A Tuesday afternoon, with 
c o m p r e h e n s i v e 20 firefighters having to s 
assessment will not  be battle for two hours to. t 
made until sometime in douse the ~blaze'. The: I 
the  newyea} , i, • ~. ~ regtai~dht :6p¢..r'~tQ~ x;~,~ 
' ' l~fi~es~urant building pres&~tly vaca[ioning out 
was gutted by flames of town. 
Thetaste 
says it all. 
/ 
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technology," said Lindley. 
"We say that the day the 
BCR is bronght up to date, 
that is, when they run it the 
same way as CP and CN, 
then we say we can talk 
about reduction of crews." 
Complicating the manning 
issue is the rnllway's in- 
sistence that crew reduction 
is a bargaining item for all 
unioos, while the unions ay 
-it must be discussed in in. 
dividooly with the union 
involved, the 400-member 
UTU. 
" The council has petitioned 
the B.C. Labor Relations 
Board for a declaration that 
the joint council constitution, 
written by the LRB, 
prohibits negotiations with 
the whole council, repre- 
senting 2,200 workers, on an 
issue peculiar to one of the 
seven unions. 
He said the union is 
prepared to fight the railway 
on the manning issue in 
arbitration, but It is 
management's issue and it is 
up to management to choose 
that route. 
A BCR spokesman said a 
shutdown costs the railway 
an average of $2 million a 
week. 
The BCR is an economic 
lifeline for much of the In- 
terior of the province as it 
hauls lumber, grain, cool, 
potash, sulphur and other 
products to terminals in the 
Vancouver area. 
The government-owned 
railway normally moves 
150,000 carloads annually 
and 80 per cent of that 
business i generated by the 
forest industry. 
The railway, which termi- 
sates in North Vancouver, 
follows Burrard Inlet and 
Howe Sound to Squamish, 
then cuts through the In- 
terior into the northeastern 
pert of the province. 
_ 
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firs. The engine room could 
be 50 feet deep and anybody 
down at the lower level 
would have that distance to 
fall when the ship rolled 
over." 
The bodies of two crew 
members have been 
recovered from the water by 
coast guard search teams. 
Canadian Coast guard in- 
specter Guy Thompson said 
it is difficult to bellve the 
vessel rolled over because of 
shifting cargo unless there 
was also some damage. 
WEATHER I 
Northern Mainland, Queen periods. Mild both days with 
Charlottes: Cloudy today, highsnear5,1owstonight2to 
periods of rain easing to a 
few showers. Cloudy 
Saturday with a few 
showers. Highs today 9 to 12 
along the coast and near 6 
inland, lows tonight I to 5. 
Highs Saturday near 8 ex. 
eept 4 inland. 
Chllcottu, Carlbon, Central 
In.tertor, Sunny today with 
cloudy periods, cloudy 
tonight with a few showers. 
Cloudy Saturday with sunny 
zero. 
Synopsis: The last in the 
series of Pacific systems 
should cross northern BC 
today. Perl.ods of snow will 
accompany the system. 
Some clearing is ex-pected in
the south for Satur-day. 
Patchy cloudiness and 
temperatures in thelS to25 
range are again predicted 
for central and northern 
Yukon through Saturday. 
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SELL THINGS ) 
YOU DON'T WANT 
WITH A 
CLASSIFIED AD! 
All it takes is a phone call to place you r classified ad. You get cash 
and make a moving day profitable. Almost immediately cash buyers 
interested in good home furnishings and many other items will be 
planning t° L 
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A lot of people were just as happy to see it go. The 
police aren't going to mourn the loss of the Seven Seas 
Restaurant, a victim of a fire over the holiday 
weekend. Some members of the Terrace detachment 
of the RCMP were openly jubilant. 
To the police, the Seven Seas, a Chinese food place 
that opened late in the evening and stayed open until 
nearly dawn was just a trouble spot. It was where 
what was left of the human remnants which stumble. 
, 
out of the Zoo at closing time went. That the Seven 
Seas stayed open to feed the late night crowd meant 
that the trouble makers, the thugs and vandals who 
can drink every night until 2 a.m. were on the street 
longer. 
The eating place was also a problem for the police 
because the owners were not capable of dealing with 
some of their rougher clients. Had a patron or two a 
weekend been beaten senseless and left in the alley to 
be quickly and quietly picked up by the wagon the cops 
would have been happier. 
The police don't like to go into a restaurant and deal 
with unruly or reluctant to pay customers any more 
than they will willingly go into a pub. The drill is that 
you are to police the place yourself or the heat will be 
applied to the establishment itself in the way of noting 
numerous minor infractions until business is taken 
care of inside by the operators. 
The couple who ran the Seven Seas wwere at an • 
added disadvantage b cause of their English was not 
This is the fourteenth of i a weekly, fifteen-part 
general interest, non credit, educational series on 
technology and change, called Connections, offered by 
the Open Learning Institute. 
In this article, philosopher Bertram Morris, 
emeritus professor at the University of Colorado, 
discusses the ethical dilemmas posed by technology 
that many critics regard as debumanhing. 
good enough for them to feel confident going into court 
to get a prosecution. The police become hesitant ~. ,  
help if they know they won't get their prosecutions, i; .i,.. o ; ....... 
I don't hink you can blame the police for not more ~" EARLY VS. MODERN TECHNOLOGIES 
actively dealing with the problems at the restaurant. The question of how humans can come to terms with 
The RCMPare, after all, contractors who must show 
results in order to justify the money the government 
bodies spend on each detachment. If they can't get 
convictions for the time they put in, there are no 
statistics to warrant staff and budget increases. It is 
the marks on the graphs that count in Victoria and 
Ottawa. 
That the local ~endarmes here could have gone a 
long way toward dampening the trouble in the 
restaurant by taking their breaks there, showing the 
colors, is an obvious answer. You cannot, however, 
tell someone where to take their coffee breaks or eat 
lunch. I suppose the officers didn't want to face their 
regular clients over a meal. 
While the local law enforcement officers could 
watch and cheer, the fire department had to put a 
blaze out and possibly even save a building they would 
sooner see go to the ground. 
In fact, it would be safe to say the feeling is that it is 
a shame the whole block didn't go and by some 
miracle take the buildings on the other side too. They 
are all part of the original wooden frame structures 
that were the start of downtown Terrace. 
For firemen, buildings like these are potential death 
traps. The wood is old and so, so dry. They go quickly. 
The walls fall down unexpectedly, sometimes on 
firemen. 
While the dealing is going on now to see if the 
building can be written off so the owner can demolish 
it and put in another up with more apartments up- 
stairs, the couple who ran the place are going to return 
home from a holiday to find their home and their 
livelihood gone. 
The Chinese Canadian couple who ran the Seven 
Seas were, while they had their difficulty dealing with 
some of the rougher patrons and had trouble keeping 
waitresses because of the hours, very good to me. I'll 
miss them and their cooking, if they do not reopen 
elsewhere here. 
The food at the Seven Seas was simple, 
Americanized Cantonese cooking. While it was 
nothing fancy, it was as good as you can expect o find 
this far from Vancouver or San Francisco, where the 
ingredients for really good oriental cuisine has to be 
purchased. 
Gary Ng wouldn't split his prawns in half the way 
many places do, even though that could double his 
profit. He spent his off hours experimenting with 
recipes. I spent a Sunday afternoon with him just 
trying to find a better batter, one which would stay 
just a bit crisper in sweet and sour sauce. 
Helen would occasionally bring me a coffee from the 
restaurant if she saw me in the office working early in 
the morning while she and her husband cleaned up 
before going to bed. 
While the condition of their customers was 
sometimes less than adequate for simple tasks such as 
ordering a real, Helen had a great deal more patience 
than you or I would probably have, provided there was 
no bad language. 
The restaurant had to institute a policy of paying 
when you order because so many of the local toughs, 
the same white trash that break the beer bottle and 
windows in the area, would sneak out without paying. 
I don't think you will see another estaurant open 
after midnight here. 
It's a shame, but it seems the only way to make this 
a decent place to live is to clear the streets at dusk. 
That, however, means you and I have to stay home 
too. 
By BERTRAM MORRIS 
Modern technology has had a revolutionary impact 
upon society, upon nature, and upon human beings 
themselves. 
Technology today llas presented us with an un- 
precedented range of material goods and degree of 
control over nature. Yet the sheer power let loose by 
this technology with insufficient respect to human 
needs has created new ethical dilemmas of ends and 
means and raised new questions about freedom, 
justice, and peace in our world. 
To what ends will we use the new powers of 
technology., and what values will guide, us in our 
choices? 
nature has troubled them since Adam and Eve had to 
fend for themselves outside the Garden of Eden. 
Technology, primitive in the beginning, provided the 
indispensable means to secure food, clothing, shelter, 
and fuel. 
But the necessities of sustenance were not all of life. 
Myth and story and ritual gave meaning to these 
primitive technologies and relief from an arduous 
existence. By inventing ods --  fire gods, rain gods, 
sun gods, and other deities - -  and by interpreting their 
arts, such as that of the blacksmith, in terms of divine 
gifts -- in such ways myth provided primitives with 
peace of mind and explanations for those happenings 
of life beyond human control. 
Modern technology relies not on myth but on science 
and rational engineering methods. The result has been 
more effective inventions for .meeting social and 
political demands. The machine, the steam (and in- 
tornal combustion) engine, the hydraulic (and 
atomic) generator, vaccine and antibiotics, lasers and 
"smart weapons," and the computer are among its 
products. 
However, science, in replacing myth as the 
rationale for technology, has not produced a com- 
parable value system, one that really makes us feel 
comfortable in the world. 
REVQLUTIONARY IMPACT 
In i{s reliance on science, modern technology differs 
from primitive technology both in its revolutionary 
impact upon all aspects of society and in its stand in 
relation to nature. 
The methods of providing food, drink, clothes, 
shelter, and fuel are revolutionary --and abundant --
from soft drinks to polyester to freeway motels. 
Goods have never been .so profuse; people have 
never moved about so much and so far; leisure has 
never been so widespread; education never so 
available; and a world of people never so closely tied 
together. 
Modern technology is responsible for the creation of 
mass society --  a society of large-scale industry, 
massive transportation, worldwide commerce, and a 
multitude of cities. 
The results of technology show also on nature. 
Atomic bombs, strip-mining, asphalt roads, in- 
discriminate use of fertilizers and pesticides -- these 
and other techniques have taken their toll on nature. 
Mountains have been levelled, the countryside has 
been industrialized, water has turned green, the air 
brown -- all this and more on a worldwide scale. 
In consequence, nature has increasingly become an 
artifact, a creation of man -- or if not man-made, at 
least man-modified. 
But the effects of technology go even further: they 
show on man himself. While modern technology offers 
new options, a new spirit of doing things, a challenge 
to old ways of life, it also offers countless hazards and 
perils of life -- physical and spiritual. 
Thus technology, by its very power, creates tragic 
dilemmas. These dilemmas are questions of ends and 
means, among which we may single out the crucial 
ones of freedom, justice, and peace. Together, they 
constitute the humanistic dilemmas of technology. 
FREEDOM AND CHOICE 
Freedom appears to be the legacy of the new 
technology, Our range of choices is endlessly 
multiplied by the technology that underlies our tools, 
our goods, our livelihood. 
But this freedom may be more apparent than real. 
Our cheap pleasures, our reliance on gadgetry, our 
luxuriant excesses still have to be paid for according 
to what David Lilienthal called "nature's remorseless 
arithmetic." The price includes pollution, destruction 
of the environment, depletion of limited natural 
resources. 
We exert our technological power not only on nature 
but also on ourselves. The tools we use and the 
machines we operate make us tools of our tools and 
robots of our machines. Inexorably-moving assembly 
lines give us little freedom of choice -- or satisfaction 
from work.  
Ironically, we become prisoners of our work, of our 
baubles, of our debilitating fantasies about them. 
Increasingly we work not just for the age-old 
necessities of food, clothing, and shelter, but for 
luxuries -- the color TV, the fancy car, the larger 
house -- which now seem necessary for happiness. 
In course; do we not lose our authentic freedom? 
The dilemma we face is that of how to enjoy the fruits 
of technology without losing the freedom that is 
initiated within us. Can technology feed this freedom 
or does it simply dissolve it? 
Freedom is to be measured not by the number of 
options one has but by the meaning they give to life. 
JUSTICE 
Should freedom be limited? 
If one is to be free, should not all be free? This 
question turns out to be one of justice --  namely, that 
we fashion technology to make available real op- 
portunities for all, not just more for the richor the 
powerful. 
If our technology denies ome of us equality, not just 
in a formal sense but concretely, then it is a poor 
thing. A life that concerns the whole society, not one of 
ease or mediocrity -- this is the sort of justice 
technology needs to serve. It is a technology that is 
reconcilable with justice - -  and with an intelligent and 
compassionate, anexacting and exciting existence -- 
which is its own justification. 
Technology does not make inevitable SST's, gas- 
guzzling cars, and techniques of mind-modifying 
behavior, whether chemical, biological, or electronic. 
Technology is not irreconcilable with justice, 
technocrats are. The difference lies in those who place 
private goods and the goods of special interests ahead 
of the public good. Conflict is the result, at home or 
abroad. 
PEACE AND POWER 
Thus, our most far-reaching moral problem is the 
tragic dilerhma of peace versus naked power. This 
was first clearly posed by the Greek poet Aeschylus in 
the 5th century B.C. in his mythical tragedy, 
"Prometheus Bound." 
Aeschylus contrasted the immoral, warlike and 
deathmaking force of the omnipotent deity, Zeus, with 
the peaceful practices of Prometheus, who gave 
mankind fire --  the knowledge of technical crafts and 
other arts that make life livable, make memory 
memorable, and distinguish waking vision from idle 
dream. These ends hold good for guiding us as they did 
for the ancient Greeks. 
Technology isat its best today when it contributes to 
the arts of civilization. It does this through the ad- 
"vancement of the practical arts, such as those that 
revivify cities, purify air and water, rationalize 
transportation, employ solar energy, and invent an 
architecture •measured to the human dimension. 
Complementing the practical arts are the arts of 
expression, the song, the colored shapes, the dance, in 
their endlessly creative forms that supply the kind of 
vitality to a modern culture that myth did for 
primitive times. 
How to establish these new arts, consonant with the 
new technology for a new age -- this is the dilemma 
that technology faces in a world of turbulence, 
despair, and discontent. We need a genuine culture in 
which humans become an integral part of the 
seamless web of nature. 
The destruction of this web is conflict, whether 
between ations or between groups of a single society. 
Only the arts of peacefare can combat hose of war- 
fare, and in the process make technology a fitting 
expression of human well-being. 
NEXT WEEK: In the final article In the series, 
Melvin Kranzberg of the Georgia Institute of 
Technology explores the problem of assessing and 
directing technology in a democratic sodety. 
ABOUT THE AUTHOR 
BERTRAM MORRIS is Emeritus Professor of 
Philosophy at the University of Colorado, where he 
taught for thirty years. He has written numerous 
Journal articles and several book~, including "The 
Aesthetic Process," "Institutions of Intelligence," 
and "Science, Folklore and Philosophy," 
Ottawa, -No friehtls, all the news isn't bad. 
From the great p~ofessor G. Northcote Parkinson-- 
.yes, the very one,:tbat world renouned author of the 
law that has becomeso globally immutable that it has 
taken on his name--~as come in these dark days of 
world crises, oll !~ortages, inflation, rising taxes 
some great goodn~. 
So good it is as to more than make up for everytinng. 
What can it be? ~ '~ 
Well you should .ask.! 
Would you believethat the good Professor Nor thcote 
Parkinson has ca lc~ted itscientifically that by early 
in the next century i scarcely 20 years from new--we 
shall a l l  of. us ,  be" on the public payroll. 
Every last mother:'sson a d daughter, an employee 
of the all.pervading state. 
Everlasting security; 
Never to'worry again. 
The learned profeSsor-very probably more widely 
known than any ot~er resident of the groves of 
academe-has been Itravelling the world lector,rig 
captains of industry~ government manipulators and 
o~er policy and d~ision makers on the shape of 
things to come,  
Among other places he was in Montreal from where 
this intelligence rea .ches us all. 
He might have served humanity--or atleast Canadh- 
-better had he choseh, instead, to make Ottawa his 
Canadian stopover. : 
To be brutally frank about it, he wasn't making his 
journey for the good of mankind exactly, but more 
accurately to celebr@te, as the British call what we 
know as promotion,:~e publication of the twenty-first 
edition of his famo~ and still best-selling "Park,n- 
son's Law." ~ i 
It contains an updated assessment of the law and the 
state of the world it Intvitably will bring about. 
In his Montreal appearance he also drew a parallel 
between the meaning and application of the law in 
Britain and in Canada. 
The Professor begins by emphasizing that in 21 
years nothing has clanged. 
And his famous Flrs~ Law: "Work expands to fill the 
time available for its!completion" is as timely as it 
was,, when. firstit, crowed his fertile mznd. 
• Prime Minister M~garet. Thatcher is finding R 
more difficult and indr~asingly impossible to wield the 
axe on the ever-expanding bureaucracy," he said, 
"but I wish her well/~ 
You could wish Pritn~Minister JoeClark no less in 
his deter'ruination to ~nder the fat' from the body 
bureaucratic. .~  
"In Britain we now ave over a million civil.ser- 
vants, and if they go oh increasing at the rate of the 
last decade, ~by early ~to the next century,"--but 20 
milestones down the r0~d of time--"everyone will be a 
public servant. '
"People w'~t "i~ve "bY ireading each other's memos, 
something which offic!ai circles will consider quite 
natural. 
Don't laugh. Britain ~s  only twice the population of 
Canada, and we have ~ shade more than 500,000 civil 
servants,.jnst about hdlf the number of theirs. . 
' So the populations an~ civil service bodies between 
'the two balance almostperfectly in proportion. 
There we are then, early in the twenty-first century, 
all working for the pul~]ic service. All with indexed 
pensions. Everyone ~vith automatic annual in- 
cremen[s as raises ar~ politely called. Everybody 
with a week for Christmas and a week for New Year's- 
- a holiday schedule being given a loosely give-or-take 
introduction this year,-~nd all figuring when it's our 
torn to go on strike. ' 
Don't laugh. Just lookPround you. Think. And figure 
out if youql still be aro~id to see the bubble-headed 
.l~ureaucratic fun. i!- 
!; 
LETTERS TO 
THE EDITOR 
I ! 
Dear Sir: ' i Thailand and speaks the 
• May I try to dlapol some oi language fluently. 
the .confusion that appM~ ' donatedBesides shipmentSfoods an °f 
widespread on the effar~ to medicines, CARE has 
provide relief to Cambe~n;: provided 400 hospital cots 
refugees. ., and three CARE -MEDICO 
nurses for the IRC Ward at 
Althongh I can say very SaKaeocamp.NurseMarge 
little about the sltuatl~ Dollack of Peterborough, 
within Kampuchea l~elf 'Ontario arrived there from 
where UNICEF and the 'Afghanistan, October-'24th 
International Committee ot 
the Red Cross are ttirecting, and after working for' 16 
the eff~t, I do have first.i ~ hours a day for weeks has 
hand reporte from CARE! .sent a tape recorded 
workers in Thailand which, message in which she 
testify to the high degree of" describes the appalling state 
co-operation existinll bet- ~ o/the mothers and children 
wean the various agencies, racked with malaria and 
and organ izat ions ,  dysentery and severe 
ministering to the sick and~ malnutrition.three thousand 
hungry in the refugee' patients in nine tents with 
caml~, i ~ hardly enough space for the 
~ nurses to move between 
There is an actively rune. them. 
tioning council called the! ~ with 4o,o0o people already 
Committee for Co.ordinsti~i in the camps and another 
of  Servicos to DISplsc~I 360,000 expected to stagger 
Persons in Thailand (CC-i into Thailand by the end of 
SDPT) which meets at least. 'the month, there is work for 
once a week and allncates i alltheinternatinnalngencies 
responsibilities to par-: there and need for all the 
ticipating agencies. ' : funds that can be collected to 
purchase appropriate food, 
Leadership in co.' clothing, medicines, shelter 
ordinating these actlvities~ and transportation, CARE 
comes from the United ~ has already distributed 6000 
Nations High Commissioner basic need kits to those who 
for Refugees (UNHCR) and 'have had to leave all their 
the International Commltt~ possessions behind and has 
for the Red Crou .(ICRC). delivered 45 tons of infant 
For example, CARE hap foods with another 80 tons on 
been given the rmpmmibillty its way. 
for providing and servicing If readers would like to 
supplementary hllh help, please send donations 
nutritio~ feeding statious in by cheque or money order to 
three refugee camps and has CARE Canada Fund for 
already assigned ex:i Cambodians, 1312 Bank 
periencedCARE workers for Street, Ottawa KIS 8H7 or 
other countries. These in. ! the agency of your choice. 
dude Brian Wolff .of Ed,', 
monten, Assistant Countrl~ Yours sincerely, 
Directar in Kenya, who spent Thomas Kines, 
three years with CUSO i~l ~ NatiooalDirector. 
I 
. . . .  1 . . . . . . . . . .  
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The decade in a diary 
By THE CANADIAN PRE~8 
Following are some of the 
major news stories which oc- 
curred during the 1970s. 
1970 
LAPORTE KILLED 
Jan, II i Bred-away 
state of •Biafra collapses 
under attack by Nlgeria; 
massive international rallof 
i~erailms launched to feed 
stprving Blafrana. 
Feb. |T - -  Federal govern- 
ment offers farmers up to 
$140 million not to grow 
wheat, 
April Zt - -  Liberal 
Premier Robert Beurassa 
wios Quebec election wlth 72 
seato to 17 for Union 
Natlcoale, 13 for Credltiatas 
and seven for Patti Que- 
becob. 
July 5 --  All lO9 permm,, 
aboard Air Canada DC-8 Jet 
liner killed In crash near To- 
ronto. 
Aug. 11 - -  Seven armed, 
masked men escape with 
mailbags containing an 
estimated $o00,000 to 11 
million at Ancienne Lerette 
Airport in Quebec. 
OCt, S - -  James Cross, 
British trade commi~loner 
In Montreal, kidnapped by 
members of Front de 
Liberation du Quebec. 
Oct. 1O-  FLQ kidnaps 
Pierre Laporte, Quebec 
minister of labor and im- 
migration, in Montreal. 
OCt, 16 - -  War Measures 
Act prnelnimed; roundup of 
FI,Q suspects begins. 
OCt, t~ --  Strangled body 
of Pierre Laporte found In 
trunk of car. 
Nov. ~ --  Bernard Lorile, 
19, arrested in connection 
with Lnporte kidnapping. 
OeL 9'-- Hcotllltiee break 
out between Israel and 
Egypt and Syria In Sinai 
Dcoert and Gelan Heights. 
Oct 11-  Preeldant Nixna 
nominates Gerald Ford as 
vteeprealdent~ succeeding 
Spiro Agnew, who resigned 
after pleading no contaot o 
income tax evaslen charges. 
Nov. 13 I Montrea l  
acqults ~ Dr. Henry 
Morgenthaler on charge of 
performing an illegal 
abortion.. 
19~4 { 
NiXON RES IGNS 
Jan. 6 ~- Global, Canada's 
third 'IV network, begins 
broadcasting. 
Feb .  4 - -  Newspaper 
beiress ~. Patricia Hearst 
abductod In Berkeley, Calif. 
Feb. 13 - -  Russian author 
Alexander Solzhenitsyn 
deported to West Germany. 
April 3 " Eldnapped 
Patricia Hearst says she Is 
renouncing family ,and 
Jo in ing  Symblonese  
'Liberation Army. 
May ~ -- Finance Minister 
Helm~if Sehmidt appointed 
chancellor of West Germany 
succeeding Willy Brandt, 
who r, eslgns, accepting 
renponsiblllty for allowing 
East C~rman spy to Join his 
s~jfufiy ~ -- ~,lberals returned 
in fede~ral e ection with 141 
seats to 96 for Consarvatlves, 
16 NDP, 11 Social Credit and 
coe independent. 
Ang.~S- President Nixon 
resigns :in favor of vice- 
~esid~ot Gerald Ford. 
lg~5 • 
FRANCO, CHIANG DIE  
March II -- Margaret 
Thatoher wins British 
Dec 3 - -  J ames  Cross re-  . : . . . . . .  Conservat ive  par ty  
iense~ unnarme¢ ms mrne lsarb/~i n 
ex  ~-y .~ ~- r "  • ~ptors flown.to Cuba In " . Ma~cb i 25 . Nephew 
Change tot resease. ~ _ as'easiqnatea King Falsal of 
Dec ~ . -  Paul- Rese, 37,.: ~ . .~ l~.m; .  . • MU/  flk& ou /a~ 
his brother Jacques, 23, and Juui~ |'-~-.'Dr; Henry M0r- 
Francis Simsrd~;, aJirgstgd~, (ae~thaler again ~aequitted on
In Laporte kidml~.in~), ~:I~ -:dulrge ol p~fer~dnl~tllngal ,,~ 
operation. 
1971 June 11 - -  Hestage Mary 
CHINA ENTERS ON Steinhauser killed as New 
Jan. 23 -- Charles Ma~on Westminster penitentiary, 
and three young women con- guards torm' vault where 15 
vtcted of slaying actress prison staff members held. 
SharonTateand threeothera by convicts. 
In August, 1969. Sept. 18 --  Fugitive news- 
Feb. I - -  Canadian flag paper heiress Patrlcla 
flies over embassy in Hearst arrested in San 
Peking; 11 Chinese Francisco. 
diplomats arrive in Ottawa l)e~. II ~Seelni Credit do. 
to open relations with feats.NDP government In I 
Canada.. . . . .  .. "~',~r, ttJ,~ -~lHlhih; ~ '6h~l~f  ele~t!~t:~e.I 
Feb. IS-- Britalfl mltelms It,/t-,lU~t 97.'76'.~r~1~19~!, "~fJ t,~, ] 
to decimal currency s~tem, ~1~: G~N~POWI~a . . . . .  I 
March 4 - -  Prime minlster Jan. I1 - -  Britain end I 
Trudeau marries Margaret Frafice launch auparaonle [ 
Sinolalr. commercial air travel with 
March 11-- Paul Rese sen. Concords Jets. 
tenced to life imprisonment March 19 -- Princess 
for murder of Pierre 
Laporte. 
May 20 --  Francis Simard 
sentenced to llfe im- 
prisonment for Pierre 
Laperte murder. 
June 30 -- Three Russian 
cosmonauts die on return to 
earth after marathon or- 
biting program. 
Nov. 18 - -  Bernard Lortle 
receives 26-year sentence for 
kidnapping Pierre Loporte. 
Dec. 8 - -  Canadian dollar 
closes above par with U.S. 
dollar for first time since 
1961. 
19~Z 
JOEY STEPS DOWN 
Jan. 18 - -  Joseph 
Smallwood resigns as 
premier of Newfoundland, 
June 3 - -  "Thirty.one 
policemen tuJurod as mob of 
2,000 tries to crash Rolling 
Stones concert in Vancouver. 
Aug.  30 - -  New 
Democratic Party defeats 
W.A.C. Bennett's Social 
Credit government In Bflttch 
Columbia. 
Sept. 1 - -  Nightclub blaze 
kills 37 after three men hurl 
firebomb in Montreal. 
Scpt. 18 -- Team Canada 
wlna last game in Moscow to 
take eight-game hockey 
series with Soviet Union 4-3 
with one game tied. 
OCt. 30-- Liberals gain mi. 
ncrlty victory in federal 
elecllon with 109 seats to 
Conservatives' 107 In 
seat House. 
Dec. l~ .-- Former prime 
minister Lester Pearson 
dies, 
19~3 
VIETNAM WAR ENDS 
Jan. 1 - -  Britain Joins Eu- 
ropean Economic  Com- 
munity. 
Aug. ~7 - -  Supreme Court 
of Canada rules that native 
women marrying non- 
Indians lose Indian status. 
Aug.  30 - -  About ~00 
striking rail workers force 
way Into Central Block of 
Par l iament Buildings, 
breaking windows and 
scuf f l ing  w i th  pol ice,  in 
protest  aga ins t  leg is la ted  
end of ra i l  strike. 
Sept. 11 -- Chilean 
pres|dent Salvador Allendo 
killed in military coup. 
Oct. S -- Jules Leger, 
Canadian ambassador to 
Belgium and Luxemhourg, 
named to succeed Gov.-Gon. 
Roland Michener, taking 
office the following January. 
Margaret and Lord Snowdon 
announce separation. 
July 4 - -  Israeli com- 
mandos rescue 100 haulages 
from hijacked airliner held 
by pro-Palestinian terrorists 
et° '~ Intebbe  Ait~port in  
Uganda. 
July 14 --'Canadian MPs 
voto ' t0  abolish death 
penalty., 
Sept, 18 --  Montreal Jury 
acquits Dr. Henry 
Morgenthaler for third tlme 
on abortion charge. 
Sept. zt - -  Patriela Hearst 
given seven-year term for 
armed robbery. 
OCt. 18 - -  Chairman blao's 
widow and 'three others 
purged for trying to seize 
power in China. 
Nov. Z-- Democrat Jimmy 
Carter wins U.S. presidential 
election. 
Nov g - -  Rena Levosque's 
separatist Parti Quebecols 
wins landslide vtciocy over 
Liberal premier Robert 
Bourassa '  in p rov inc ia l  
election. 
19~ 
SADAT VI§ IT8  ISRAEL 
Jan, 10 - -  Five Cubans, In- 
eluding three diplomats, or- 
dared out of  Canada after 
discovery of spy operation in 
Montreal, 
March :ZO - -  Prime 
Minister Indlra Gandhi's 
Congress party defeated by 
MorarJi Desai'e Janata 
coalition In Indian eleetlon. 
April I - -  Partl Quebecols 
proclaims end of official 
recognition of two languages 
In QUChec, making province 
French In all aspechs of 
public Ute. 
JUly S - -  Pakistani army 
coup deposes prlme minlstar 
Zulfllmr All Bhutto. 
Sept. ? - -  Toronto swim- 
mar Cindy Nicholas becomes 
first woman to complete 
double ermsing of EngIlah 
Channel,' 
Oct. 3 - -  Former prime 
mlnlster Indira Gandhl of 
India arrested on corruption 
chrges, 
Dec. 30-- Basque rqlon of 
northern Spain granted 
home rule. 
19'/8 
TEaT-TUBE BABY BORN 
Jan .  II - -  Sun  L i fe  
Assurance Co. announces 
plans to move head office 
from Montreal to Toronto 
because of Quebee's 
language laws. 
Jan. 30 " Solicitor. 
General Francis Fox rcollna 
after admitting he forged 
signature on document In 
abortion case. 
July. 25 --  First baby 
Imown to have been ar- 
tlflcially conceived outside a
woman's body horn to Mrs, 
Losley Brown In Oldham, 
England, 
Aug. 4 --Forty persons die 
when bus carrying han- 
dicappad plunges Into lake 
mar.Eastman, Qne. 
Aug. 9 - -  Pope Paul VI 
dies. 
Scpt. 18 --  Pope John Paul 
I dies after reigning one 
month. 
OCt. 19 -- Karal Cardinal 
WoJtyla' becomes first non- 
Italian Pope In 456 years, 
taking name of John Paul II, 
OCt. 26 -  Five leaders of 
Canadian Union of Postal 
Workers charged with 
defy ing government  
legislation ordering strikers 
hack to work. 
Nov. 18 - -  U.S.  
congressman Leo Ryan and 
four others killed in visit to 
~ca~inaotm sect In Guyana, 
ling In suicide of 912 
sect members. 
Dee. 13 - -  Jacques 
CosetieTrudaal nd his wife 
Loalan return to Montreal 
from Pails to face trial 
IF/g 
TRUDEAU DEFEATED 
Jan. 19-- Shah of lran and 
family fly into exile. 
J an .  ZI - -  Edward  
Schreyer  ins ta l led  as  
Governor -Genera l  of 
Canada, 
Miy ZZ --  Conservatives 
under Joe Clark Win 
minority victory over Prime 
Minister Trudesu In general 
efecti~ with 138 seats to 114. 
for Liberals, 26 for NDP and 
six for Social Credit. 
June 1 - -  Rhodesia of- 
ficially becomes Zim-  
babweRhodes ia ,  A f r i ca ' s  
newest black-ruled state, 
after 89 years as a Brlttsh 
colony, 
June ~Z-- Jeremy Thorl~, 
former British Liberal party' 
leader, and three co-  
de fendants  acquitted of 
co~pir i~ to murder former 
male model Norman Scott, 
who claimed he and Thorpe 
had been lovers. 
July 17 -- Nicaraguan 
President Anastoslo Somosa 
resigns and flees into exile as 
Sandinista guerrills army 
doses In on Managua. 
Aug, ~'? - -  Ear l  Mount- 
batten of Burma and two 
others killed in bomb ex. 
plesion aboard his cabin 
cruiser at Sil$o, Ireland. 
Sept. 25 --  Montreal Star 
ceases publication after 110 
years, 
Oct. 28 --  South K~san 
President Park Chong-hee 
~sasslneted. 
Oct. 2~ - -  Premier 
Levesque officially opens 
flint stage of James Bay 
power development at La 
Grande, QUe. 
Nov, 4 - -  Moslem students 
storm U.S. Embassy in 
Tehran, seize 63 hostages 
and vow to keep them until 
the deposed shah, in a New 
York hospital suffering from 
cancer, Is returned for trial. 
Nov. II --  More than 200 
residents of Mississauga, 
Ont., and a small part of 
Oakville evacuated from 
their homes for up to slx' 
days because of fear of 
major chlorine gas escape 
after explosion and fire 
followed derailment of CP 
Pall freight rain. 
Nov. ~1 --  Pierre Trndcau 
announces resignation as 
Liberal leader. 
Dec, 13 -- Conservative 
government defeated in 
confidence veto on budget, 
leading to dissolution of 
Commons and election call 
for Feb. 18. 
Dee, 17 -- Patriotic Front 
guerrillas agree to ceaseflre 
and political settlement in 
Zimbabwe Rhodesia. 
Dec. I8 --  Trudeau agrees 
to postpone retirement and 
lead Liberals in election. 
for all 
Recreation and Aquatic 
Programs Sat  
Jan. 5. 1980 
10 am-4 pl 
h~ 
Arena 
Banquet Room 
~q~ ]~ ~W" PROMPT REGISTRATION Is advised 
k q ]~ l~ ~ as many activities have limited enrolment. 
LATE REGISTRATION will be accepted for 
P" recreation programs that still have enrolment space at 
the Arena office up until a week before commencement of program. 
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Every day, 
Murray  arnes goes to jail. 
Murray Barnes is a correctional officer with the 
B.C. Corrections Branch. 
Not the kind of occupatiofl most of us would 
choose to spend 8 hours a day at. For any amount 
of money. 
So what is it about the lob that has made Murray 
It also comes in knowing he's providing a necessary 
service to the people of B.C. 
Murray Barnes is only one of the more than 43,000 
members of the B.C. Government Employees' Unio'n 
working for you all over the Province. 
At all kinds of jobs. 
stay with it for over 12 years? Under all kinds of working conditions. 
It certainly isn't the long hours spent on the tiers. ¢~,y# All people whose skill, experience and dedica- 
Or the lonely night shifts in the protective ~ jmc~ cation have made our provincial public employees 
custody wing. among the most efficient anywhere ill Nortll 
Or living with the constant And that's something to tension that an explosive situation The  B .C .  Government America today. 
could erupt at any time. Rlnn lov¢  proud or 
For Murray Barnes the satisfac- " - -  r ' -  dr ~S v U11tO11L  so the next tinle you're goirg to 
the office, think about Murray Barnes tion comes from knowing he's doing 
a difficult job, And doing it well. We're workin 9for you. going to jail. For you. 
Pa~Je 6, TIw Fle~ld, Friday, December 28, 1979 
Mormons offer 
this message 
in the spirit 
of Christmas 
The First Presidency of "Although the Lord's 
The Church of Jesus Christ condemnation of sin and 
of Latter-day Saints has hypocrisy was implacable 
issued the following and swift, his message was 
Christmas message: also one of forgiveness, and 
"Nearly two millenia go, of peace and joy, love and 
on a still and starry night, goodwill. "If ye keep my 
the wondrous cry of a commandments, ye shall 
newbarne babe issued forth abide in my love., that my 
from a humble shelter in the joy might remain in you, and 
little town of Bethlehem. that yo~ joy might be full." 
"With ~e sweet sounds of 
"For unto us a child is Christmas bolis and earois in 
born," wrote the prophet our ears, and in the.loving 
Isaiah, "unto us a son is warmth of family and home, 
given., and his name shall be let us join in praising the 
called Wonderful, Coun- Lord with heart and voice. 
cellor, the Mighty God. the We pray that all families of 
Everlasting Father, the the world will be blessed 
Prince of Peace." with the sweet influence of 
"During this most the spirit of the Lord, not 
precious season, when only during this special 
millions the world over pay season, but always. 
tribute to one of the most 
significant events in the "We know ana deemre that 
history of the world, we join Jesus Christ is literally the 
in praise of Jesus, whose Son of G 'ed~lat he is the 
birth was, indeed, a Savior and earner of the 
momentous occassion, as world. We sing with the 
were his life and ministry, angel of the Lord and the 
"For God so loved the multitude of the heavenly 
world, that he gave his only host, and with all manldnd, 
begotten son, that whosoever "Glory to God in the highest, 
believeth in him should not and on earth peace, good will 
perish, but have everlasting toward men." 
life." 
"This is my work and my The statement was issued 
glory," the Savoir said, "to by Church President 
bring to pass the ira- Spencer W. Kimball and his 
mortality and eternal life of two counsellors in the First 
man." Presidency, President N. 
Eldon Tanner. first coun- 
"On another occasion, he seller(and Prcsldeat Marten 
declared, "I am the G. Romnny, ascmd ~un- 
resurrection a d the life: he seller. Tha First Prealdenc~ 
that belleveth in me, though is the chief governing body of 
he were dead, yet shall he The Church of Jesus Christ 
live." of the Latter-day Saints. 
THE ARMY 
HELPS OUT 
Church  focuses on natives 
By ALAN ARBUCKLE with rural churches taking major cities in the province for speakers. Group leaders 
the most interest, have clung to their con- in Bible study groups have 
sorvaUslm, some rural con- made nee of a discussion kit 
gregatioas, often those close produced by the church. 
to Indian reserves, have Since June, natives have 
caught the spirit of the not been a big part of the 
project, project because there first 
Churches in Resetown, was a need to educate United 
Sask., although not Church members, says 
surrounded by a large Indian Williams. 
population, have held But he hopes the third 
workshops and sent speakers rhythm of reprentance --
on the theme to men's clubs, coming to know those who 
In Nlpewin, a service club have experienced injustice 
picked up the theme and and seeking new directions 
looked to the United Church --  will change that. 
What did your 
Christmas mean 
By ALLAN SWIFT does not appear in tile Bible, 
MONTREAL (CP) - -  No although the Jewish 
one disputes that the December festival, Has- 
Christian character of nukah, is mentioned in St. 
Christmas is declining in John's Gospel in the New 
importance, giving way to Testament, as "the Feast of 
increased emphasis on Dedication." 
shopping, family get- That the Christmas 
tngetbers and parties, festival has pagan 
Not to mention car ac- relationohipe, borrowed 
cldenis, hangovers and a from ancient celebrations of 
week in Florida. the winter solstice, is well 
Shoppers may be known. Many cherished 
reminded of it by a nativity Christian customs have non- 
scene in a store window --  Christian origins. The 
now a rare sight - -  or when Christmas tree, for example, 
they hear on the radio the originated in Alsace in the 
disco version of Joy to the 16th century and was es- 
World, the Lord has Come. tablished in England earlyin 
Some deplore the com- the 19th century by Prince 
mereialization f Christmas. Albert. We are indebted to 
But would Christmas be Holland for Santa Claus. 
celebrated if it were not for Whatever its origins, no 
its overwhelming ¢om- Christian festivity is 
mernial aspect? It might he celebrated aswidely and as 
relegated tothe same status superficially, both inside and 
as the Feast of Pentecest. outside the church. 
Besides, the retail trade But several Christian 
woul fall fist. The most spokesmen recently in- 
profitable weeks for most terviewed believe the 
businesses come Just before message of Christmas, the 
the magic day. . Incarnation --  God made 
In fact, Christmas came flesh -- still carries some 
fairly late In church history Impact In Secular society. 
-- not until the fourth~con-. "The  Chr i s tmas  
tury; The word .Chrietmns. celebratiozt, is firstly a 
, .  . . ,  / .  remlnder.,~to the secular 
world ilmt there is a God," 
declared Bishop Reginald E CHURCH Hollls of the Anglican diocese of Montreal. 
"To the person in despair 
end loneliness, this can bring 
a real meaning and hope to 'i CHOIOE life. To the indifferent, 
successful person, this can 
bring a questioning of 
values." 
The bishop also evoked the 
UNDAY . . . .  . . . .  Year of the ; ~.: Child.ln .hie annual address. 
...... ~ ,,,~ to,pe..-.ishl~ets;, ..... ,. . . . . .  ~  ,~ ,. • . , 
• ' ' "By focusing on the baby 
Jesus, It draws our attention 
to the potential, the needs 
and the privileges of 
h ~  children. The hope of the 
~h/ , ] rC  human condition Is por- 
trayed In the reality that He ~venue ' ~ took human flesh, and that 
HIS dying was for us men and 
our salvation." 
Msgr. Robert Label, 
~.m. , ~ Roman Catholic Bishop of 
, r n ~  , .. Valleyfield, Que.., also 
mentioned the Year of the 
Child, as well as Mother 
Theresa of India, winner of 
the Nobel Peace Prize. 
"The message of 
Christmas Is the expression 
of mercy towards these who 
are small, in a world of 
power," said Bishop Lebel. 
"Relations between groups 
are more and more relations 
based on force, not on jus- 
5 "~-e  ~ flee. Jesus was the example of a child who wasn't big or 
powerful." 
To Rev. Claude Laver- 
diere, pastor of a French- 
language Baptist church in 
suburban Longueul l ,  
Christmas i "the meeting of 
two extremes, the love of 
God and the misery of men." 
• "This ie why we must 
meet, above the legends and 
the traditions, .the living 
Christ, only hope f~" lest 
humanity. It Is imp~tant to 
give this yea r to. Christ ." 
ULUB DISCRIMINATES 
SANTA CRUZ, Calif. (CP) 
-- The Boys Club of Santa 
Cruz violated state law by 
'efuslng to admit girls, a 
udge ruled recently. 
Many look to The Salvation Arm.y for 
assistance of one kind or another during the 
holidays. It has been a very important com- 
munity and organizational task for many years. 
This is as it should be! In the Name of the 
Prince of Peace, 'The Army' will try to help 
"wherever there is a legitimate need. The 
Salvation Army has as much responsibility o the 
donor nn we have to the recipient of the gift. We 
try to be good 'stewards' of what is entrusted to 
us. Through the years, the general public has 
developed a trust in The Army. They believe that 
we know where the real need exists, and  they 
have confidence in our integrity. This demands 
an 'extra mile' investigation to ensure that 
money, etc. entrusted to us will be distributed 
wisely. Too, we must try to seek out those who 
are reluctant o ask for assistance in spite of 
obvious need, Particularly the aged, the shut- 
ins.. and maybe the (single-parent' family. 
The Salvation Army Terrace Corps, under 
command of Captain David Thompson placed 
the traditional Christmas Kettle in the malls, in 
Terrace and Kitimat to raise funds for the 
Christmas Hamper Project. Also, businesses in 
the two cities received a letter asking for 
donations. Service Clubs and other groups were 
asked to give a donation of time, money and 
personnel to 'man' the Kettles. 
i Besides the Christmas Hampers, the money 
raised will be used for distributing ifts to those 
in hospital and nursing homes, and undoubtedly 
there will be numerous worthy situations 
throughout the balance of the year, when funds 
raised at Christmas will be needed. 
We are counting on the general public's sup- 
port throughout the year to make Christmas a 
most joyous, one. 
Building bridges 
MONTREAL (CP) - -  
Bishops of the Roman 
Catholic and Anglican 
churches met unofficially 
recently to "build bridges." 
The Catholic group was led 
by Maurice Cardinal Roy of 
Quebec City, the Anglicans 
by Archbishop Edward Scott 
REGINA (CP) - -  A year of 
ropentence over the injustice 
done native people is slowly 
taking shape for United 
Church members in 
Saskatchewan, but the 
process i proving painful for 
many. 
Ray. Bob Haverlnok, who 
helped evelop the idea, says 
there is a feeling that "any 
easy response would be in. 
adequate" tothe problem of 
native-white relations. 
That's why about 500 
church leaders and mere- 
hers meeting In Melfort, 
Sask., last June decided to 
adept he repentance theme. 
It was more a com- 
preheusive response than a 
resolution suggesting some 
hind of project or financial 
commitment ,  says  
Haverluck, en staff at the 
Prairie Christian Training 
Centre in Fort Qu'Appeile. 
He end his group faced the 
problem of steering church 
members away from a 
hengup on guilt and a sense 
of heplesenees arising from a 
deep-seated problem. 
There's a feeling of numb- 
nee as people try to face so 
many pmbloms, especially 
one as sensitive racism, he 
says. 3 
"So the year of repentance 
is first of all trying to engage 
the basic hurt we are pert of, 
whether or not we ourself, ca 
had anything to do with any 
overt acts." 
Rather than deciding on a 
course of action, "we begin 
bhoY doing nothing," in the 
pea of coming to an tin. 
derstanding of the situation 
end grieving over it. The 
of Tereate, prlmate of the next .step Is to see what 
ch~h in t;anada, created It and "to move to. 
The meeting heard a wards making apology." 
report on last  February's 
meeting of South American Peter Williams, a 
bishops at Puebls, Mexico, Saskatoon minister and the 
attended by the Pope John 1979 president of the United 
Paul, and on last year's Church conference, says the 
Lambeth Conference. response has been mixed, 
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"Our (city) people don't 
understand, really, what 
repentance means," he says, 
adding that it goes beyond 
guilt to acknowledging 
whether a person has 
benefited from injustice, end 
"most of our people have not 
arrived at that l~nt." 
"Even within our leaders 
in our church there is some 
apprehension about all this." 
But apprehension or not, 
Williams plans a meeting 
with leaders from other 
churches to see whether the 
brepentance theme can he 
roadened beyond the 
United Church. 
Haverluck worked on a 
committee that spent two 
years preparing the theme 
for the Melfort conference. 
Patterns of racism, he says, 
were established more then 
100 years ago when treaties 
were written, reserves 
established and a social 
system adopted that left 
natives out of the, economic 
and political power struc- 
ture. 
Given a problem so basic 
to Saskatchewan society, 
Haverluck realized that 
nothing was going to change 
until white people admitted 
that "in many respects we 
bog@red up." 
A period of mourning and 
an effort at understanding 
were needed before an effort 
could be made to look at 
radical structural changes 
that would not repeat old 
Vatterne. 
Haverluck says the com- 
mittee realized that some 
congregations Just wouldn't 
understand what was in. 
voiced. Others began 
studying native culture, 
making an effort to visit 
Indian communities and 
ponder the position of 
Christians in the process. 
Williams has noted that 
while congregations in 
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By THE CANADIAN PREBS prognan~ women and Ire. 
Following are some of thd school children to leavo area 
major news events which oc- of Three Mile Island nuclear 
cuffed .?urlr~ 1979, power plant becauae of 
JANUARY posalble danger from radin. 
CAMBODIA INVADED activity released by ae- 
1-- China nd U.S. resume cidental damage to plant's 
diplomatic relations, nuclear eactor. 
z -- Premler Pol Pot. APRIL 
reports attack.on Oambodla TORIES WIN IN P.E,I. 
by Vle~emesa troupe aided 1 -- Ayatollah l~omeini 
by Sovfet Union and other proclaims Iran an Islamic 
Warsaw Pact countries, republic. 
8- -  Hanoi radio announces 3 - -  June Byme elected 
formation of People's first woman mayor of 
Revolutionary Committee to Chicago. 
govern Cambodia after 4--FormerPaklltm~lpre- 
Vietnamese capture capital mier Zulflkar All Bhutto 
of PhaGe Penh. hanged after.being convicted 
11 -- British government of  murdering a politloal 
+A + look at 1"979 
, DO.IO Jetliner erash'ea near 8 -- Striking police in 
O'Hare Airport in +Chicago Bathurst, N.B., dm rlot gear 
killing all~'~ perions aboard and return to work to reside 
andtw0o£,tbaground, order after night of van- 
28 -- Pope John Paul II dalism and downtown drag- 
names 15 eardinalsineluding racing. 
Most Ray. Gerald Emmctt 1o-- HlliaLimann elected 
Carter, Archbisho p of -president of Ghana, 
Toronto. IZ -- Hotel fire in 
30 -- Federal government 
charges 57 Ontario food 
stores, most of them 
supermarketJ, with selling 
ground beef containing. 
significant amounts cf pork. 
SEPTEMBER 
MONTREAL 8TAR FOLDS 
t --Hurricane David kills 
more than 650 people and 
causes widespread amage 
in Dominican Republic. 
3 - -  CFMT, Toronto's first 
multilingual telovi~ion 
station, goes on air. 
I -  Rt. Rev. Robert 
Runcie, Bishop of St. 
Alban's, named Archbishop 
of Canterbury tosucceed Dr; 
Donald Coilpn on his 
retirement Jan. 26. 
9 - -  Bell Canada 
tsohnicisna end 28-day stria. 
to---President Agostinho 
Nero of Angola dies of cancer 
in Moscow hospital, " 
13 -  Sixty-one people 
killed when freight train 
plows into crowded express 
at Stalac, Yugoslavia, 
16-- Centre.right coalition 
rstains power by one seat in 
Swedish general election, 
President Nur Mohammed 
Tarakki of Afghanistan 
overthrown and replaced by 
Premier Halizullah Amin. 
18-  Former Liberal 
cabinet minister Bryce 
Mackaeey dismissed as 
chairman of Air Canada. 
26 -- Frank Lynch- 
Stannton amed lieutenant- 
governor of Alberta. 
Zl -- Emperor Bokesna of 
Central African Empire 
deposed in bloodl.ess coup 
and country neoomes 
republic under President 
David Dacko, 
• z4 -  Ghana •returns to 
civilian government after 
eight years of military rule. 
Z5 --  Montreal Star ceases 
publication after It0 years 
because of financial dif- 
ficulties, 
21 -- Two Metro Toronto 
policemen charged with 
manslaughter in Aug. 26 
shooting .of Jamaican ira. 
migrant Albert Johnson. 
29-  Pope visits Dublin 
and c~ndemns religious 
strife in Northern Ireland. 
Francisco Macias Nguena, 
pare to resume publication. 
22-- Deposed Shah of lran 
files to New York and enters 
hospital for cancer treat- 
meat. 
23 --  Historic Rldcau Club 
in Ottawa destroyed by fire. 
29 -- President Park 
Chunghee fatally shot, ap- 
parentiy by head of South 
Korean Central Intelligence 
Agency, and Premier Chef 
Kyu.hah appointed animg 
president. 
21 -- Premier Levesque 
officially opens first stage of 
James Bay power 
development at La Grnnde, 
Que. British Caribbean 
colony of St. Vincent and the 
Grenadines becomes in- 
all 257 aboard including 
three Canadians. 
DECEMBER 
GOVERNMENT 
DEFEATED 
6 - -  Canadian cabinet ap- 
proves 40-per-cent i crease 
in natural gas exports to 
United States. Premier Choi 
Kyu-hah elected president of
South Korea. 
? -- Charles Haughey suc- 
cesda Jack Lynch as prime 
minister of Ireland. 
i0 -- Former finance 
minister John Turner an- 
naunese he will not be a 
candidate for national 
leadership of Liberal party. 
11 -- Finance Minister 
John Cresbie's budget in. 
eludes energy price in- 
creases, higher taxes on 
tobacco and alcohol end five- 
per-cent surtax on federal 
dependent. You owe yourself  some 
29-- Prime Minister Clark i~uml Here  are 224 im~es 
announces acceptance of of ~umranteed laughter 
recommendation by former from year  favorite 
Conservative leader Robert 
Stanfleld against moving cartoon buffoon. Here's 
calls on troops to deal with opponent. 33 -- U,S. government 
wave of strikes threatening 1--Former Iranian prime orders groundin~ of ell DC-10 
inductrislchaoa, minister Amir ~bhas Jetlinars owned by American 
IS -- Shah of lran and Hoveyda executedaftar rial companies for immediate 
family fly into exile, by Islamic revoltRlonary inspection after discovery 
-- Edward Sohreyer in- court. 
stalled as Canada's to -  Postal union leader i that cracks in a small engine bolt may have caused May oa 
Jean-Claude Parrot con. crash of American Airlines governorgenerel. 
33 -- Canadian and U,S. rioted by Ontario Suprem~ DO-Z0. Similar actlonlt~ken 
negotiators each tentative Court Jury of dafyinjt in Britain and airlines in 
agreement on East Cca~ I Parliammt's " back-to~v0rk other countries ground their 
fishing rlshts permitting order in October, 1978, planes for ins l~ca  volun- 
reciprocal+ fishing In I I - -  Tanasanlan drebel 
disputed waters pending Ugandan troops enter I~31Y'_ Jacques and Louise 
international rbltration to Kampala, ending five-math ~Trude  I plead guilty 
s~o boundary line. war to owg dictator Idi In' Montreal to charges of 
=6 -- Nelson Rockefeller, Amin; Younufu Lule named kidnapping, forcible 
70, former Republican Vice- provisinnal president, deUwtion and coasplracy in 
president of U,S., dies. IS - -  Quebec Premier October, 1970, kidnapping of
3o--Britishtrurk drivers Reno Levesque marries B_riti_ah diplomat James 
end 20-day strike. Corinne Cote, his ap. ~,rmm.. 
FEBRUARY pointmem secretary. JUNE " ' 
AYATOLLAH RETURNS • IS - -  Earthquake kills 94 -NICKEL STRIKE ENDS 
I - -  Ayatollah Ruludla people In southern 1-- Former British colony 
l~mmelnl returns to Iran Yugoslavia. of Rhodesia officially 
from 15 years of exile and ~ --  Kelth Richard of becomes Zimbabwe- 
demands resignation of Roll/rig St+Gags, convicted in Rhadesia, Africa's newest 
Premier Shapour Bait, h, tiar's Toronto In1977 of I ~ S  black-ruled state, after 8~ 
government, heroin, gives bandit COnCe~ years of wh~ rule, 
S-- Grade A steers in To- for the blind at Oshawa, 3-- Nickel workers In Sud- 
route sell at 133.80 a hun- Ont., fulfllling part of judge's kay, Ont., Vote to accept 
dredweight, highest price In sentence, new contract, ending 8+I- 
Canadian livestock history. 23 --  Progressive Con- mcmth strike against lace, 
9-- Strike at Montreal Star asrvatlvee defeat Premier Ltd. 
ends after nearly eight Bennett Campbell's Liberal 4-- Joe Clark sworn in as 
months, government in Prince Ed- prime miniltar of Canada. 
It -- Premier Bakhtiar ward Island, winning 27 of 38 South African President 
goes into hiding as Iranian seats. Provincial Court John Voruter resigns after 
government collapses after. Judge Carl Waisberg being accused by public 
two days of street flShtin~ in dismisses charges unuer commission of trying to 
Tchran. ' Official Secrets ACt against cover up a multi.mill/on- 
13-- High winds hnock ont Toronto Sun, publisher dollar government scandal 
power in large section of Douglas Creighten and while serving as prime 
southwe'stern Brit ish editor-in-chief Peter Wor- minister. 
C o I u m b i a, c a u s i n g thiugton of flleplly obta~- 6 -- Six crew members 
widespread damage, ing and publishing 1776 killed in fire aboard 
14 -- Adolph Dubs~ U.S. ROMP report on Soviet in -  Canadian freighter Car- 
ambassador toAfghanistan,' telligence activities in tiercliffo Hall on Lake 
kidnapped and killed by Canada, Superior. 
Moslem extremists. S4 - - ,  Bishop Abel IS - -  Newfoundland re- 
15-- New Iranian govern- Mt~arewa s Un.~ed Af.rt. can elects Premier Brian Peck- 
meat of Premier MeQdi National Councu uecmreo ford 's  Conservat ive  
Bazargan executes four of elected in Rhodesia's first government with 33 seats to 
the shah's top generals in- ene-man,_one.vote.election, Uberalg IS/ 
eluding former head of Z2 -- Five dissidenl~, in- lS-- Arab Monetary Fund 
secret police. .~.udlnl~.. Ukr~...ian historl~, announces halt  to all 
vaJent/n morns sna w C 11-- Chinese troops invade . . dealings ith anadian 
Vietnam and push six miles Alexanaer Ginznurg banks because of Prime 
inside border, rel.eas~l..from pri~n by Minister Clark's plan to 
19'- Snowstorm paralyses ~ovs~ umon aria tmwn ~ move Canadian embassy in 
northeastern U.S,'and buries New _York in exch.~e, for Israel to J~a lem from Tel 
Wnshinston under..heavisst "" two ~umans eenviet~u' or Av'Iv. So~tth African 
fall in more than 50 years, spying for the U.S. Parliament elects Murals 
Z0-  Quebec Court of 30 -- Quebec Liberal VilJoen to presidency. 
Appeal overturns con- leader Claude Ryan wins ~v- -  Ynaufu Lule resigns 
victions of Peter Treu st national ssembly seat as his 
secret trial 10 months earlier party sweeps two provincial : president of Uganda and succeeded by Godfrey 
for violating qfflclel Secrets byelectiona. Einasi. 
Act in his handling of mATe MAY 33 -- Jeremy Thorpe, 
docPrnents, CLARK OUSTS TRUDEAU former leader of British 
MARCH 3 - -  Margaret Thatcher Liberal party, and three co- 
MIDEAST PACT SIGNED becomes Britain's first defendants acquitted of 
1 - -  Spanish Premier woman prime minister as conspirlug to murder faPmer 
Adoifo Suerez wins second Conservatles win com- male model Norman Scott, 
term in general election, fortable majority over who claimed he and Thorpe 
Z -- Scotland narrowly James Calisghan's Labor had been lovers. 
favors limited self- government in general 33-- Prime Ministar Clark 
government in referendum; election, Flooding Yukon names former national Con- 
Wales rejects similar River covers Dawson City servative leader Robert 
Zaragnza, Spain, kills 73 
people. 
IS --; Prime Minister 
MorarJi Desal of India 
resigns because of dwindling 
support for his Janata Party 
government. 
12 - -  Nicaraguan 
President Anastanio Somoza 
flees into exile as Sandinista 
guerrilla rmy doses in on 
Managua. European 
Parliament elects Simono 
Veil, former French health 
minister, as Its . first 
president. 
19 -- President Carter 
accepts resignation of 
Treasury Secretary Michael 
Blumenthal, Attorney- 
General Griffin Bell and 
Welfare Secretary Joseph 
Cailfano. Maria de Lourdes, 
Pintassilgo named premier 
of Portugal. 
26 -- President Carter 
accepts resignation of 
Energy Secretary James 
Schlesinger and Trans- 
portation Secretary Brock 
Adams. 
sl First of 10 military 
flights ixinging Vietnamese 
refugees to be resettled in 
Canada arrives at Vam 
.couves', 
3Z - -  NJ~eris nationalizes 
British Petroleum holdings 
following company's 
decision to export oil to South 
Africa. 
AUGUST 
MOUNTBATTEN KILLED 
3 - -  President Francisco 
Macian Nguema, dictator of 
Equatorial Guinea, over- 
thrown in military coup. 
7 -- Tornado h~ Wood- 
stock, Oat,, area killing two 
persons, injuring 142 and 
causing estimated amage 
of $7 to $10 million, 
11 -- At least 1,000 persons 
killed when dam bursts and 
floods town in western India, 
AlhaJl ~ehu Shugari elected 
president of Nigeria. 
14 - -  Eighteen yachtsmen 
drowned when violent storm 
hits international race off 
sotlCh coast of England. ........ 
rn~t~ Former prime 
John Diefenbaker 
dies in Ottawa. Andrew 
Young resigns as U.S .  
ambassador to United Na- 
tiGriS after being 
repr imanded fo r  
unauthorized meeting with 
PLO representative. 
30-- Charan Singh resigns 
as interim prime minister of 
India due to lack of support 
for his minority govemmant, 
21 -- Canadian Transport 
Minister Don Mazankowskl 
accepts recommendation of 
board of inquiry calling for 
completely bilingual air 
traffic control systems in 
10, on scenic flight to South income tax paid by corpo- 
Pole, crashes into side of rations. 
volcano in Antarctica, killing 12 -- At least 200 killed in 
earthquake in Colombia- 
Eduadar border zone. 
13 - -  Conservative govern- 
ment defeated 139 to 133 in 
confidence vote on budget, 
leading to dissolution of 
Commons and election call 
for Feb. 18. 
15 -- Dep~ed shah of Iran 
aod family errive in Panama 
from United States. 
11 -- Patriotic Front 
Guerrilla leaders agree to 
ceasefire and political 
settlement in Zimbabwe 
Rhodesia. 
18 -- Pierre Trudeau 
agrees to postpone 
retirement and lead Liberals 
in election. 
19 -- South Korean 
military court sentences 
seven men, including former 
intelligence chief Kim Jae- 
kyu, to death for Oct. 25 
murder of President Park 
Chung-hee. 
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Canadian en,bnssy in Israel lhelsltreasuryot to Jerusalem from Tel Aviv. 
. _  .o+.., 'r'"" HERMAN   workers end 18-day strike. NOVEMBER 
U.S.  EMBASSY SE IZED 
4 - -  Mos lem s tudents  
storm U.S. Embassy in ~ow. on ?_24 big 8~/~ " x I l" 
Tehrsn, seize 63 hostages pages, you'll share HERIt~U~I 
and vow to h01d them until world in over 800 cartoons - 
the deposed shah, in a New even one a classic in "boffo" 
York hespitel suffering from comedy! This first collection of 
cancer, is returned for trial. HBRMAN is so big it had to 
6 - -  Clark government be broken up into sections (four 
winsvoteofconfldence 140 to in all), each featuring a 
1.38 after gaining Social delightful introduction by 
Credit support by guaran, creator Jim Linger. 
teeing oli supplies for 
Eastern.Canada. If you're already a HEMMAH 
8-- FLQ terrorist Jacques !an,you may.grow crazy t~ng.. 
Lanetot ~liven three.year to accrue wn,cn canoons to c,p 
sentence for 1970 kldnai~plng out of this Treasury. Two books 
of British Trade Com-" .......................................... 
misslener James Cross. Terrace-Kitimat Daily Herald ~1~ 
II - -  More than 200,000 6200 Squibb ~ - -=.  , . . - . .u  
residents of Mississauga, Mlsdcm, Kansas 66202 
Ont., and a small part of" I enclose my check or meMy order for S 
Oakviile evacuated from Ph~e rush ,'.~.qm ol'nl~ 16T ~ OF 
their homes for six days 14~IIMA/q for Just SS.9S ~ ~ COlff. 
because of fear of a major 
deposed dictator of Portugal wounded and his 
Equatorial Guinea, excout~ bodyguard killed in terrorist 
for  genocide, treason and attack at ,.~Isbon. 
.eU~10e4t~lement . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  14--- Lil~rals weep three 
OCTOBER provincial byelections in 
POPE VISITS U.S. Quebec, 
i 
I -- Pope begins weak.long 
visit to United States. 
Panama takes control of 
Canal Zone after 75 years of 
U.S. Jurisdiction. 
? -- Japanese re-elect 
Liberal Democratic Party 
government. 
12-- Former Conservative ~ 
MP Jean Wadds named 
Canadian high com- 
missioner to Britain. 
zs -  President Carlos 
15-- Prime Minister That- 
cher identifies Anthony 
Blount, former art adviser to 
the Queen, as "fourth man" 
in Burgess.Maelean Soviet 
spy affair of 1951. 
le - -  Bolivian congress 
elects Lidia Gweiler as 
country's first woman 
president, ending 16-day 
military dictatorship ofCol. 
Alberto Natuech. 
2o -- I.ran releases 12 hoa- 
rages -- five white women 
and seven black Inen-- from 
U,S. Embassy and Ayatollah 
Humberto Romero .of El 
Salvador deposed and 
replaced by military Junta, 
proposal, downtown area with two to Stanfleld to undertake fact- 19 -- Peel Region Khomeini says remaining 50 
4--Chinaannouncesithas three metres of water flnding mission in att~pt to Quebec. elementary teachers end will standirialasspies, 
begun withdrawing armed ~ueing estimated 15 mlllion resolve Israeli embassy 22 -- Earl Mounthattan of two-week strike that closed 21 -- Pierre Trndesu an- 
forces from Vietnam, damage, issue. "having attained the goals P4-- Last two unless vote Burma and two others killed 126 schools in Missiseangu, nounces resignation as 
when lRA bomb destroys his Brampton, Caledon and Liberalleader. s -- Five prominent 
sat fort hem." businessmen and eight to accept contract, ending cabin cruiser at Sligo, Bolton, Ont. 23--Thomas McMahon, 
14--Albertare~slectsPre. companies convicted in e½month strlke against Ireland. U,S, authorities 21--MosheDayenrssigns 31, sentenced to Me Ira. 
mie/" Peter Lougheed's Toronto of conspiring to Pacific Press Ltd., release Moscow-bound eslsrselidefenceminlsterin prisnnment for murder of 
Progressive Conservative defraud government publishers ofVancouver Sun U.S.S.R.- airliner bearing disagreement with govern- Earl Mountbatten of Burma. 
government with 74 of 79 agencies of 14.28 million by and Vancouver Province. Soviet ballerina Ludmllla meat position on proposals 26 -- Pakistan In- 
seats, 1? -- Brian Peckford, riming bide on dredging 33-- Irlch postal and tide- Vlasova fter four-day de- for Palestinian autonomy in tereatlonal Airlines Boeing 
contracts. Among those graph workers end IS-week tuntion at Kennedy Airport the West Bank and Gaza 707 crashes at Jeddah, Saudi 
minister of mines and convicted are Harold Me- strike, when wife of defecting Strip, London Tim~ and Arabia, killing all150 people 
resources, elected leader of Namara, retired presldent of 28-- Quean Mother arrives dancer Aleksandr Godunov Sunday Times settle 11- aboard. 
Newfoundland Conservative McNamara Corporation at Dartmouthj N,S,, for six- assures American diplomats monthlabor dispute and ire- 26-- Air New Zealand DC- 
party and successor to Ltd., and Jean Slmard,' day visit to Canada. she Is returning home of h©r ~ *****************************  .~ 
Frank Moores. former vicepresident of JULY own free will. ~ . . .m j  • ~ • . - . - .  
2Z -- Sir Richard Sykes, Marine Industries Ltd., of SOMOZA FLEES 28-- Wealthy businmanan 
British ambeseador to the Sorel, Que. - Ii -- Irsn announces Irrederiek George Johnscn ~ W ( , ~  "-/~q~,i~ " - / ~  
Netharisnds, assassinated 6 - -  Chancellor Bruno nationalization f its prin- abducted from his Toronto 
by two men outside his home Krelsky's Socialist party re- nipel indul~les, home. : /1~J  
26 - -  Egyptian President tO - -  British Columbia re- 
Anwar Sadat and Israeli electsPremiarBlllBennstt's ~ 4720 LAKELSE AVE. Pi IONE 638-8111 
Premier Menachem Bagin Social Credit gnvernment bY ~ S 
alga peace treaty in reduced majority of " seats (, Wmmton , dm 3o y.,, New D.ocrctl0 Pa"Y" I I HEWING AT 8 P.M. 
of hostmtlsa betwem ew ~ Dee. 26-30  
=.=.  o , , , , . , ,  o=. 
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James Callaghan's British over Prime Minister 
Labor government falls, ;,udeau's Liberals In ~ Closed Happy New Year ~, 
losing vote of confidence by Canadian general election P q .I~ "k 
one vote. with 126 sea.  to 114 for t I ~ Jan. 1-8 
39-- Viemumesa diplomat Libei'als, 36 for New 
Ho Xuan Dick expelled from "Democrats and six for Social .1~ . ' ' "~ 
Canada for threatening Credit. .~ hdd ler  on the Roo£ "~ 
members of the Vietnamese 33-  Karl Carstenl, a ¢ ~ ~ "~ 
community, member of Nazi party ,, . a,~,~,?.~.o.,v,,. - 624-2621,,,,+..°r 624'3359,,,..~,. • ~ ~ Matinee 2 p.m. 
30 -- Fubien Roy named during Second World War, .,w~.~ ~w~,~ ~+'= " e . , ~ . , ~ . , ~  . ~ . . ~  - - -  4~ "¢ 
national leader of Social elected president of West '.I~ • .k 
THEATRE + 
7&gp.m, ,~+' 
PASSES ¢ Dec. 26-30 +' 
Hidden somewhere in the 
4( 
phonePaper a e two. Terrace ! ~ Sleeping Beauty ~, 
numbers. Dee. 31 Closed Happy New Year~ 
them, and i f  one is yours you've ~ Jan.  I -  8 
Pick up your tickets at the Herald 4~ q ~ "10"  
. ~ . . . . . .  officer3212 Kalum St. , , ~' !~***********************.******* 
--1 
may be the only answer! 
Order your copy of THE 
l i t  ~ Y  OF  
with the coupon 
below.., as a gift for yourself; 
as a gift for a friend. 
chlorine gas escape after ex- 
plosion and fire followed 
derailment of CP Rail 
freight rain. 
13 -- Times of London pub. 
lishes for first time since 
Nov. 30, 1978, after set- 
tlement of labor dispute. 
Israeli ambassador to 
Terrace 
Minor Hockey 
Pee Wee Pup 
Tournament 
Terrace Arena 
SanDman 
- CHUfN£ 
CAHADIAN FOOD- 
-AIR CONDITIOHED- 
-DINING LOUNGE- 
-BUSINESS LUNGHES- 
Men, to Fri. 11am - 2 pm 
~1 N. - ' l ' i l l l { ,~ .  i l  ~t. lu.- I :  l l .m. 
i"!{ I. #~ ,~ ~'1'. !! a.,.. -'2 a.ll l. 
4643 PARK AVENUE PHONE 635-6111' 
t.%%.~k'%.%~Ik'% 5.%.'q3,~-%.~ k'q.3I,~ +~ %.~%.%5.'% .++.++.++.++.++.+~L~.~I,:5." % %.'%'%. I  
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SPORZS 
WINGS LOSE 3-2 
Old Cowboy isn't ready 
DALLAS (AP)-- when it's 
third down Sunday and 
Dallas Cowboys are in the 
Shotgun Offence against he 
Los Angeles Rams, try to 
pick out No, 28 on your 
television screen, oldtimer 
Preston Pearson. 
In fact, anytime the 
Cowboys are in the spread 
New home didn't help 
Kings 3 Nordlques 0
Simmer scored twice in 
extending his geal.scoring 
streak to within three games 
of the alltime NHL record 
and Ran Grahame stopped 26 
shos for his second shutout of 
the year as Los Angeles won 
its sixth consecutive home 
game. 
Simmer, raising his goal 
total to 34 for the season, is 
chasing the record held by 
Harry (Punch) Broadbent of 
Ottawa Senators during the 
1921-22 season. 
Dave Taylor netted his 
23rd of the season to round 
out the Kings' scoring. 
Marcel Dionne, who centres 
Simmer and Taylor on the 
NHL's highest-scoring line, 
had two assists to increase 
his league-leading points 
total to 71. 
Islanders 7 Canadians 3 
• Mike Bossy scored three 
goals while Clark Gillies 
added a goal and twoassists 
as the Islanders drubbed 
Montreal despite being 
oulshot 46-24. 
Dimmed by the defeat was 
the 1,000th point, including 
playoffs, of right winger Guy 
Lafleur's career. Lafleur, 28, 
in his ninth NHL mason, 
opened the scoring at 3:05 of 
the first period to become the 
youngest playeraod the 12th 
in league hlstoryto reach 
that plateau. 
Also scoring for New York 
were Garry Howatt, Anders 
Kallur and Bob Nystrom. 
Steve Shutt and Pierre 
Larouche ad~d goals for the 
Canadienn in the Forum. 
"Offensively, they were 
very good, but their 
defensive play ... well, at 
times, it wasn't here," New 
York goaltender Glenn 
(Chioo) Reach offered. 
Sabres 5 Leafs 3 
Gil Perreault and Danny 
Gare scored second-period 
goals 15 seconds apart to 
help Buffalo beat Toronto. 
Gare added an empty-net 
goal with 48 seconds left, 
Rocky Saganiuk scored 
twice for the Maple Leafs, 
losers of their last three 
games and five of their last 
seven. 
Jerry Korab and Rickie 
Dunn also scored for the 
Sabres. Ron Ellis had the 
Leafs' other goal. 
The visitors' dressing 
room was not an easy place 
for reporters to work after 
the game since the Toronto 
players refused to talk. 
"Nobody is goingto work 
their way out of this slump 
but the guys in the dressing 
room," said Leafs' coach 
Floyd Smith, "But I think 
everything will work out. 
Molehills are made to look 
like mountains, especially in 
a town like Toronto where 
people are alwaYs looking 
for something to write 
about." 
Rockies 4 North Stars 3 
Defenceman Mike 
McEwen scored a third. 
period goal and set up the 
game-winner by Rob 
Ramage with 7: 05 remaining 
to lift Colorado over Min- 
nesota nd send the Rockies 
into fourth place in the 
Smythe Division. 
Don Saleski and Rene 
Robert also scored for the 
Rockies in Denver. Mike 
Fidier, AI MacAdam and 
Tim Young replied for the 
North Stars, who led 3-0 
early in the middle period. 
Red Army 5 Rangers 2 
Mikhail Varnakov scored 
twice in a 5:09 span, 
sparking a five-geal second. 
period burst and powering 
the Red Army over the 
Rangers in the opener 
Detroit Red Wings skated 
onto the ice in their new 
arena Thursday night but it 
was the same old story when 
they headed for the showers. 
There were 19,742 spec- 
tators on hand for the first 
National Hockey League 
game in the $52-milllon Joe 
Louis Arena but the plush 
surroundings failed to in- 
spire the Red Wings. 
It was the largest crowd in 
the Red Wings' history but 
there were more boos than 
cheers as St. Louis Blues 
won 3-2, handing Detroit its 
sixth loss in its last nine 
games. 
"The atmosphere's just 
not the same here," said 
coach Bobby Kromm, whose 
Red Wings played at the 
homey, ancient Olympia 
before their river front 
colossus was finished. 
"The ice was in terrible 
condition; it was chippy and 
it took something away from 
our game. 
"It was to the visiting 
team's advantage playing 
here, because they're used to 
playing in a strange place." 
It won't be strange long, 
says the Blues' Bernie 
Federko. 
"Give it a few years and it 
will be the same as Olym- 
pia," said Federko, who 
scored a goal and set up the 
other two. 
Elsewhere, Los Angeles 
Kings blanked Quebec 
Nordiques 3-0 as Charlie 
Simmer extended his con- 
secutive-game scoring 
streak to 13 games, Montreal 
Canadiens hod a healthy 
edge in shots on goal but lost 
7.3 to New York Islanders, 
Buffalo Sabres defeated 
Toronto Maple Leafs 5.3 and 
Colorado Rockies edged 
Minnesota North Stars 4-3. 
In an exhibition, the Soviet 
Union's Central Red Army 
team beat New York 
Rangers 5-2. 
Detroit ook a 2-1 lead into 
the third period, but Federko 
tied it at 11:16 of that session 
and fed Blair Chapman with 
6:19 remaining. 
"The crowd didn't seem as 
loud, but then, it was a 
boring game," said Detroit's 
Paul Woods. "It would have 
been dull in Olympia." 
Brian SuRer scored the 
Blues' first goal before 
Dennis Sobohuk and Danny 
Bolduc tallied for Detroit. 
offence attempting to heat 
the clock or in an obvious 
passing situation, quar- 
terback Roger Staubach 
usually looks to his 34-year- 
old halfback in the clutch. 
Pearson has caught only 26 
passes this year but 23 of 
them have gone for first 
downs, 16 times in third- 
down situations. 
"Preston Pearson has 
more moves than a wide 
rece iver , "  sa id  
Washington's Mark Murphy 
after a 35-34 loss to Dallas 
which propelled the Cowboys 
into the National Football 
Conference f irst-round 
playoff meeting with the 
Rams in Texas Stadium. 
Redsicln coach Jack 
Pardee said: ".They 
(Staubach and Pearson) 
know each other so well that 
it's a hard combination to 
stop." 
Pearson,  a 13-year 
veteran, hadn't caught a 
touchdown pass in two years 
until a 26-yarder against he 
Redskins, 
"I pride myself on being 
able to come up with the big 
play whenever it is needed," 
said Pearson, 
"I am still trying to prove 
to the coaches that I can 
play. A game like the 
Washington game gives'me a 
chance to say it big and 
loud." 
Pearson has yet to sign a 
1980 contract with the 
Cowboys. 
Typically, when asked why 
he is such an outstanding 
player when the playoff 
money is on the line, Pearson 
said: "I need the ranney, for 
one thing. But I think I am a 
money player. The more 
pressure, the better I play," 
Canada 
humbles 
• Soviets 
CALGARY (CP) -- Just 
when i t  appeared the end 
was near, Canada's Olympic 
hockey tear~ exploded for 
four  third-period'goals to 
humble touring Moscow 
Dynamo 9-5 Thursday night 
in the first game of a best-of- 
three series. 
• Canada, which Stunned the 
Soviets. with a 5-0 lead 
midway through the second 
period, allowed the Dynamo 
to pull within two goals after 
40 minutes. 
John Devaney scored 
three goals for the Olympic 
team while linemate Kevin 
Primeau added two. Dave 
Hindmarch, Glenn An- 
derson, Stelio Zupancich and 
Ken Berry got single goals. 
Vladimir Devyatov scored • 
twice for Moscow, which out- 
shot Canada 37-26. 
ask us about you. 
The Military Career Counsellor with 
the Canadian Forces Mobile Information Unit 
can help you to make important decisions 
about your future, In the wide range of 
opportunities offered by the Canadian Forces, 
you may find just what you're looking for. And 
you'll be paid to learn a trade. 
Talk to 
Chief PettY" Off icer 
DENIS  DeKERGOMMEAUX 
Military Career Counsellor 
THE MOBILE INFORMATION UNIT 
will visit 
TERRACE on Wednesday, 16 January 
1980 
CANADA EMPLOYMENT CENTRE 
from 9:00 AM to 3:00 PM 
~ t  T l lere's  no  IRe l i ke  it .  
~The Canadian Armed Forces 
-~  
Injuries plague the Oilers 
knocking them down left and 
r ight . . ,  only it's their own 
team that's being knocked 
down. 
Already hurt by three key 
injuries, the Oilers suffered 
another blow Thursday when 
running back Rob Carpenter 
tripped over a blocking 
dummy, sprained his ankle 
and was deemed 
questionable for Saturday's 
National Football League 
playoff game against San 
Diego. 
Carpenter's mishap came 
on top of injuries to star 
running back Earl Camp- 
bell, quarterback Dan 
Pastorini and receiver Ken 
Burrrough in last week's 13.7 
Houston Oilers are still victory over Denver. All 
three players are doubtful 
starters with groin strains. 
Ca/'penter's injury left 
only three healthy running 
backs on the Oilers' depth 
chart: starting fullback Tim 
Wilson and Itttieused Ronule 
Coleman and Bobble Clark. 
By comparison, the 
Chargers are relatively 
healthy for the socond.round 
American Conference t st at 
San Diego, one of four NFL 
playoff games this weekend. 
In a National Conference 
game Saturday, it's Phila. 
delphia at Tampa Bay. 
Two more games will be 
played Sunday -- Miami at 
Pittsburgh in the AFC and 
Los Angeles at Dallas in the 
NFC. 
Both Houston and Phila- 
delphia won wild.card 
games last week. The 
winners this weekend ad- 
vance to conference 
championship games Sun. 
day, Jan. 6. The Super Bowl, 
matching the conference 
winners, will be played in 
Pasadena, Calif., on Sun., 
Jan. 20. 
Owing to their recent 
streak of injuries, the Oilers 
are sevonpoint underdogs to 
the highpowered Chargers, 
the AFC West champions led 
by quarterback Dan Fonts. 
The Chargers' receiving 
corps is a bit under the 
weather, with John Jefferson 
and Charley Joiner. both 
nursing minor injuries. Both 
are listed as probable 
starters, though running 
back Mike Thomas may 
miss the game because of the 
flu. 
Philadelphia has been in- 
stalled as a four-point 
favorite over Tampa Bay. 
Bucs quarterback Doug 
Williams sees the game as a 
toasup. 
"We hove Ricky Bell, they 
hove Wilbert Montgomery," 
he said. "They have a good 
tight end, like we do. They 
hove a good defence, a good 
three-man front and 
linehockers who are strong 
and quick, like ours, plus a 
strong secondary." 
The Philadelphia-Tampa 
Bay game renews acoaching 
rivalry between the Eagles' 
Dick Vermeil and the Bucs' 
John McKay, They 
previously met when Ver- 
meil was coaching at UCLA 
and McKay at Southern Cal. 
Pittsburgh is a 91/z-point 
choice over Miami and 
Dallas is favored by eight 
over Los Angeles in Sunday's 
games, 
Dallas beat Los Angeles 
28-0 in the NFC title game 
last year. The Cowboys also 
routed the Rams 37-7 in 1975 
and bumped them out of the 
playoffs with a 27-16 victory 
"in 1973. 
Gregg walks out on the Argonauts 
TORONTO (CP) -- 
Toronto Argonauts have 
taken the Help Wanted sign 
out of the closet and put it 
back where it gets most of its 
use -- outside the head 
coach's office. 
The Canadian Football 
League club, in the habit of 
firing coaches, finds itself on 
the other side of the 
revolving door today. 
Forrest Gregg, beating a 
hasty retreat to greener pas. 
tures, gathered up his file 
folders and walked out 
Thursday. 
Leo Cahill (twice), John 
Ranch, Russ Jackson, Joe 
Moss, Bud Riley, Gregg -- 
the 19705 have seen them 
com~ and go. Who'll be next 
in line? 
That's the question in the 
mind of Argos' president 
Law Hayman after saying 
goodbye to Gregg, who 
signed a threeyear contract 
last February but sought and 
was granted his release to 
return to the National 
Football League. 
"I must confess that I am 
disappointed," said Hayman 
in understating his 
predicament. 
A source in the executive 
suite put the team's feelings 
in more blatant ones, 
"We're really bitter about 
the way things turned out 
with Gregg," he said, "After 
all, he came to us looking for 
a job. We didn't go after 
him." 
Season ticket-holders 
barely had time to tear open 
their Christmas message 
::i':';':':':~;':';';" f'':~::';: ~.~.~;:;5.;:;:;:;:;:~:~:.:~...~..~..~..;:;.;:~....:;~.~¢..~:.:~.~.;.;:;.;..~:.:~:~:~:~:.~.~.:~:::.~:~:;~.:~:~:::~::~:. 
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Johnson takes off 
for Houston Rockets 
Eddie Johnson woke up in 
the fourth period and when 
Atlanta Hawks gave him the 
chance to win their National 
Basketball Association game 
with Houston Rockets, he 
took it. 
His turning, fading jumper 
from 15 feet Thursday night 
gave Atlanta its 112-110 
victory. The shot was a little 
earlier than coach Hubie 
Brown wanted -- there were 
still seconds on the clock. 
"Down the stretch, Eddie 
made two critical plays for 
tin," said Brown after his 
Ifawks came from behind to 
win. "One was off the drive 
where he beat his man. 
"We decided to ride with 
Eddie on the one shot," 
Brown said. "He went a little 
to~J early, but fortunately for 
tm he made the shot." 
Ilouston was left with a 
lastsecond chance as Rick 
Barry Inbounded from 
midcourt. But Rudy Tom. 
janovich'~ 25-footer bounced 
off the rim as the horn 
sounded and Atlanta had its 
first victory over Houston in 
four tries this season. 
Elsewhere Thursday 
night, Philadelphia '76ers 
edged San Antonio Spurs 118- 
114, Washington Bullets beat 
Milwaukee Bucks 117-108, 
C leve land Cava l ie rs  
whipped New York Knicks 
128-110, Los Angeles takers 
downed Utah Jazz 124-116 
and Boston Celtics dumped 
San Diego Clippers 118-97. 
Johnson and Tom Mc- 
Millen wound up tied for the 
Hawks' scoring honors with 
20 points, Moses Malone led 
the Rockets with 34 points. 
'76era 118 Spurs 114 
Julius Erring led a belated 
fourth-quarter rally as 
Philadelphia nosed out San 
Antonio. Erring scored 12 of 
his 32 points in the final 
Uarter as the '76era battled 
ck from a siX-point deficit 
from Gregg before bearing 
of his departure. 
In a letter eceived by sub. 
seribers this week, Gregg 
said he'd make the Argos the 
most entertaining team in 
the CFL next season by 
finding skilled players 
capable of putting points on 
the scoreboard, adding that 
the coaching staff and 
general manager Tom 
Hudspeth "are on an ex- 
tensive scouting and 
recruiting campaign to find 
talented players who will 
best fit in with our coaching 
philosophies." 
Gregg, 46, had sought his 
release since NFL coaching 
jobs began to open up 1O days 
ago. 
"I hove mixed emotions NFL, mostly with Green Bay 
about leaving," he said at his' Packers, and was voted all- 
final appearance atan Argo pro eight times at offensive 
news conference, " I 'm tackle. He was hired as head 
happy about the op: coach of Cleveland Browns 
pertunittes I hove, but I did in 1975 and fired in 1977, one 
not finish a job I set out to game before the regular 
complete." season ended, 
Gregg denied allegations 
In Cincinnati, the NFL that he used the CFL pest as 
Bengals would not confirm a stepping stone back to the 
Gregg will take over their NFL. 
vacant head coaching poet "l went there with the in. 
but a source with the team tention that I would be there 
said an announcement might at least hree years and build 
be made today, a winning team. I had no way 
Gregg's name was men- of knowing the situations 
tioned in Cincinnati after that would come available." 
Bengals' general manager He said the 5-11 record of 
Paul Brown fired Homer the 1979 Argos could hardly 
Rice on Dec. 17. be viewed as a stepping 
Gregg spent 15 years in the stone to anything. 
" ' '  Post secondary 
SCHOLARSHIPS 
available from the 
ii ROTARY FOUNDATION 
See Monday's Herald for further details 
iii TE,,AOE,OTA,¥ CLUB 
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/ 
Five year old Dean Richardson, left, and Shelly Trent, and the elf is first officer John Baxter. Caplain Gcm'ge 
both patients of the Children,s Hospital in Vancouver, Brown started flying as S,4nta five years ago aud it has 
receive presents from Santa and his elf on the flight become an annual event of his CP Air flights throagh 
deck of a CP Air Jetllner before take-off in a modern British Columbia at Christmas. 
"sleigh." Santa is played by Captain George Brown 
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Credit card 
horror story 
EDMONTON (CP) --  So and 1300 last orstolnn credit 
ou think you'll never lone a cards each month. 
t card to s thief. Try Dong Simmonds, security 
this story. 
A babysitter ina city home officer with the Canadian 
Imperial Bank of Com. 
signed for a credit card meres, sold carelassholders 
arriving by registered mail. and slack retailers account 
She put it on a table, where for many of the lassos. 
her boyfriend saw it and He said he had one month 
grabbed it. in which 42 card holders 
In two weeks he ran up reported cards stolen from 
more than ~,000 in charges, vehicles. 
It's a true story, straight Fleshman said stolen 
from the fries of Def. Tom cards have an averaae life of 
Flealunan, the city police de- oh~,1 t two days ~u ' " ' "~ 
Imrtmont~, es~lit-on rdfraud.. ~ '~"  re~o~'m' the -~ 
specialist. 
He cetimates he handles lmmedintely. A card that goes 
about 30 credit card frauds a unreported can be used for 
month, with transaeUons up to a month, or until the 
totalling between 1130,000 and holder eceives a statement 
,40,000. containing charges he or she 
"People are really didn't run up. 
careless with their credit Peddie said the biggest 
onrcb," he said in an in- headache for banks is the 
terviow. "They leave them time element and the dlf- 
lying in their ears, in coat floulty in chasing a card's 
pockets at parties and loose usage hack to the source. 
erounci their homes where 
anybody can grab them ... Card holders are 
"Everybody's doing it, resp~sible for purchases 
from little old ladies taking a made ou a card that's lost or 
card from a neighbor in the stolen, but their losses are 
old folks' home to 13-yonr- limited to 150 once they've 
olds taking their mother's reported the missing card. 
card to go shopping." Flaslunan has a list of 
Theftasrefroqnentenongh hints for the care and han- 
here that one year ago the diing of credit cards: keep 
city police department he card on your person; 
formedone of Canada'sflrot never leave i t  in a coat 
units specializing in credit pocket or glove corn- 
card fraud, purtment; keep records o/ 
Stan Peddle, Western card numbers and report 
Canada security officer with them immediately when lost 
the Royal Bank,  was or stolen; do not lend the 
reluctant o discuss total, card to anybody, including 
lmsos, but said, "In almost friends, relatives or 
all cases where a credit card children; once it has ex. 
TOP DOG 
,-,, 
o \ 
I .. 
HAS A BONE TO 
Santa takes 
a jet plane 
~k,, . v /+ . . . .  
PICK WITH YOU 
FRI[ HOLIDAY 
TURKEY WITH 
EVERY NEW 
CAR SOLD 
YEAR END CLEARANCE SALE 
++ al~ 
is stolon you.can be assured p/red, out it up and throw it 
t P '  it s going to be used. out. 
He estimated his hank re- Most importantly, treat it 
as you would cash. eeivas reports of betwuen 80o • ~£?~ ~ " ~ 
Drug test said '79 demos, aid "~+~ ~J~ used cars, trucks & R.V.'s 
a k i l l e r  as wel l  M0nday, Dece 31st 9 am 5 pm 
--Roustedfromtbeircallath federal awsuit against he 
the middle of a November state, each asking more than 
night, three Rhode Island of $1 million in damages. 
state prisoners were The suit, to be heard in 
Inside the & Show Room swabbed with a yellow ben- Juuuary, alleges the test was zidine solution, an illegal search and that 1 Another convict had been investigators were negligent stabbed to death that day, in using a carcinogenic 
and prison officials were chemical that endangered 
searching for the killer, the prisoners' lives. 
Benzldlne turns dark blue in :'When the substance was 
tracesthe presonce of even minUtaof  blood, fnctedepplied to my skin, the a f . s rea  feltaa.pe__mcold and ei,~ '~)~'  (~k~ ~'~k~ ~ ~ k ~  
Partly on the basis of ev,. rnnzove++ '°' oo+._ T E R R A C E ~~. ~+,~ ~+***~, donee provided by that Gomes said in pa ro fried V ' -  ,--.tqk tiP- chemical teat five years ago, with the suit. xnese sen- 
one of the prisonem was eatlms continued while I 
.convicted of the slaying and showered in an attempt o 
sentenced to life. the substance. It ~ '~ 
Now, all three claim they only after the shower that g -  
may have been handed an the tingling sensation sub- 
even graver sentence, sided." 
OTEM FORD 
than a century u a textile broke out in a rash a week 
dyg-- is now recognized as a after the test and inter in 
carcinegon. Tests show it ssrss. The skin condition 
can cause cancer of the cleared up and no other [ 
bladder or liver, sometimes health problems have been 
.as lUlg as 20 yeare sftor reported, sots lawyer ~ 4931 Keith Ave u~ 4984 .j ezpc~ure, Barbara Hurst who Is The convicts fear their handling the nrlsoners' case. direct exposure to the Use of benzidine in tmlr e~C 
chemical greatly increased dyes was banned in the early , " 
their chances of getting 1970s. 
Cars, Trucks& Recreation Vehicles 
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Your Individual 
Horoscope 
Frances Drake 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) 
A few financial problems 
now could be just what you 
need to reorganize your 
financial picture. Practicality 
wins out. 
TAURUS U ~  
(Apr. 20 to May 20) 
Some difficulty now in 
getting along with others, but 
by day's end you're able to 
surmount troubles. Be patient 
and loyal. 
GEMINI 
(May 21 to June 20) 111 
A night at home may be just 
what you need to cut down on 
inner tension. A slower pace 
may make many problems 
disappear. 
CANCER O ~  
(June 21 to July 22) 
Some potty annoyances in 
the area of friendships may 
mean it's time for a serious 
talk. Show others your sin- 
cerity and you'll succeed. =o 
(July 23 to Aug. 
Too many irons in the fire 
could muddle career efforts, 
Clarify objectives and then 
work towards their 
realization. 
w~o ' ~ 
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) 
A cha~ge in plans could set 
yb~ off bourse. Don't let non- 
essentials upset you, Minimize 
distractions for ultimate 
success. 
LIBRA ' 
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)"z~ ~ 
Problems in the area of joint 
finances could arise now. 
Avoid arguments and put your 
heads together to find 
solutlnn~. 
sCOx~,o n~J~r, 
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) 
If you're getting on eaeE 
other's nerves, attending a
social function may be just 
what you need to restore a 
sense of well.being. 
SA~rrrAmus ~ 
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) 
You may have overlooked 
something, and this interferes 
with the completion of a task. 
Don't berate ~ourself. Turn 
your attention elsewhere. 
CAPRICORN . ~  
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) 
Going out with someofie new 
just to do something different 
may not be the answer. The 
p,m, finds you mending fences 
with a loved one, 
AQUARIUS ~=~ 
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) 
It's one of those dayd when 
you can't find what you're 
looking for. Then you make 
the decision to get things 
better organized. 
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) 
• Others seem out of synch 
with your mood. Con- 
sequently, you feel misun- 
derstood. However, relations 
with others improve in the 
p.m. 
YOU BORN TODAY are 
both idealistic and practical. 
Attracttd to public service, 
you'd make an excellent 
leader for a cause. Do not let a 
need for material success 
keep you from taking a chance 
on your ideals. You can 
succeed in art, music, film 
writing, and acting. Though 
• interested in humanitarian 
work and reform, at times you 
can be aloof. Learn to un- 
derstand the human equation 
for your greatest uccess, You 
have leadership abilities and 
are most effective when you 
lose your self in service to 
your fellowman. 
1 
i CROSSWORD 
ACROSS' 44 Ooze 2 Greedily 
1 Engage in 46 Mature eager 
handwork 50 Coagulate 3 Jusip Broz 
4 Circle 53 Constellation 4 "-- of Me" 
segment 55 Assam 5 Posterior 
7 Comb wool  silkworm 6 A thick 
11 Tel -- 56 Drag itqueur 
13 Irish sea god 57 Soak flax 7 Former 
14 Off 58 Nest of New York 
15 Ceremony pheasants immig/'ant 
16 New Guinea 59 Israeli pert station 
port 60 American 8 Beard 
19 - Juan 
Zl --value 
23 Kind of 
muffin 
Footless 
N Role for 
Leslie Caron 
Z7 Pr~ently 
Scottish 
land tax 
20 Weather 
word 
17 Dagger 
18 Aromas 
20 Engrossed 
22 Inferior 
horse 
24 Spanish 
'seaport 
28 Crosby, 
for one 
32 Fasten again 
33 Merit 
34 Russian 
plane 
36 -- girl 
37 Because 
39 Legendary 
hero 
41 Furtive 
43 June bug 
humorist 9 Girl's name 30 French fiver 
61 The sun 10 Stain 31Actor Torn 
DOWN 12 He origin- 35 Wander Idly 
1 Source ated the 38 Supplement 
of poi turkey trot 40 Worm'larva 
Avg. solution time: 27 rain. 42To'long 
45 Victim 
i D 47 He wrote 
"Trinity" 
48 Italian , 
~" -  resort 
49 Asian 
weight 
50 Chinese tea 
51 Resinous 
substance 
52 Pronoun 
10-22 54 Goddess of 
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CRYPTO~UIP 10-22 • 
PVNWK-FVYVPN I JGGQ QVOQUV " 
CJ  WUZKUF- IQUZKUF F 'COQCI  
Saturday's Cryptoqulp --  SOUTH SEAS LUAU FEATURES 
FRESH SHELLFISH CONCOCTION. 
Today's Cryptoqulp clue: Y equals D 
11~e Cryptoqulp Lq a simple substitution cipher in which each 
letter treed stands for another. If you Udnk that X equals O, it 
will equal O throughout the puzzle. Single letters, short words, 
and words using an apostrophe can give you clues to locating 
vowels. Solution is accomplished by trial and error. 
( "~"~ 
• ¥oui~e 
T klL L 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) 
A compliment from a friend 
gets you out of a bad mood. 
Socializing brings out the best 
in you. Avoid overindulgence. 
TAURU.~ . 
(Apr. '~, ~4y 20) U~,  
Your attitude towards 
finances is erratic now. You 
may not be able to sort out 
good ideas from bad. Watch 
extravagance. 
GEMINI 
(May 21 to June 201 
Good news from a distance, 
perhaps romantic -- but don't 
be callous towards the feelings 
of family or close friends. 
CANCER 22) O ~  
(June 21 to July 
Don't throw caution to the 
winds. Romantic enthusiasm 
could make you forgetful of 
social amenities. Avoid 
outlandish bebavior. 
LEO 
(July 23 to Aug. 22) t ~  
A social occasion brings 
romantic introductions to the 
young at heart. Happiness 
though needn't make you 
extravagant with finances, 
ARIES 
(Mar. 2I to Apr. 19)T4~'-'~ 
There could be confusion 
about plans, esp ap- 
po in tments .  Work  
aggravation could later erupt 
into a case of nerves. Relax. 
TAURUS U ~  
(Apr. 20 to May 20) 
Surprises in the area of 
finances. A friend could forget 
wallet or some such mishap. 
Be prepared for extra spen- 
cling. 
GEMmX l I~  
(May 21 to June 20) 
Theclimate isripe for good 
times, but avoid a premature 
cclebralion of the New Year. 
A cocktail party could retire 
you early, 
CANCER @i~ 
(June 21 to July ~) 
You may prefer a quiet 
evening. If celebrating, make 
sure you get proper rest 
before going out. Otherwise 
irritability sets in. 
LEO 22) t~ (July 23 to Aug. 
Escapist tendencies are to 
the fore. Avoid overin- 
dulgence in food or drink to 
prevent errors in judgment. 
Enjoy the company of friends. 
Vl~O ~% 
(Aug. 23 to Sept, 22) 
Mixing business with 
pleasure brings good results, 
but don't be careless with 
health regimen. Dieters are 
liable to commit tran- 
sgressions.. 
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) 
The pursuit of good times 
could lead to extravagance, 
esp if you're traveling, You're 
in a romantic mood, but may 
lack discrimination. 
scoP~lO n l , ,~  
(Oct, 23 to Nov. 21) 
Staying close to home brings 
harmony and relaxation. 
Enjoy family life. Revelers 
are prone to extravagance. 
Self-indulgence possible 
SAGITrARIUS ~ 
(Nov, 22 to Dee. 21) 
Your disposition is 
romantic, and this leads to 
harmony with close ones, 
However, don't get carried 
away with far-flung thoughts. 
CAPRICORN ~ 
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) 
Save some time now for 
work you truly enjoy. 
Someone at a distance has a 
good line, but is the person 
sincere? Watch diet. 
vm~o ~ 
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) 
Some confusion about a 
domestic matter is possible. 
Before celebrating, capitalize 
on a favorable career 
development. 
LIBRA 22) .11~ 
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 
Don't let your imaginaUon 
makq a mountain out of a 
molehill. You greet the new 
year in a somewhat 
philosophical moodl 
scomo n~J~ 
(Oct. 22 to Nov. 21) 
~oncern about finances 
shouldn't interfere with the 
prospect of good times. The 
p.m. finds you in a mood for 
excitement and good times, 
SAOrr~lUS ~ 
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) 
Check with close ones re 
party plans. There may be a 
slight difference of opinion 
which will work itself out 
before the, day's over. 
CAPRICORN . ~  
, (De. 22 to Jan. 19) 
You should be able to put the 
finishing touches on a project 
now. Don't let a friend make 
you edgy at a social occasion 
later, 
AQUARIUS ~ 
(.Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) 
Others are attentive now, 
but don't overplay our hand. 
Would-be Romeos could spoil 
a good thing by flirting. Know 
your own heart. 
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 
'Perhaps it's unwise to 
reveal depth of your af- 
fections. Others could be 
scared off by commitments 
now. Be moderate. 
YOU BORN TODAY have a 
flair for the written and 
spoken word, though you are 
inclined to fixed ideas., In 
business you can sell your 
product and your verbal talent 
makes you a natural writer. 
Your greatest success comes 
when you develop a sense of 
social consciousness. Then 
you will find happiness as a 
teacher, social worker, or 
civic reformer. Politics, 
banking, real estate, and law 
are other suitable occupations 
for you. It is important that 
you like your work for suc- 
cess. Birthdate of: Rudyard 
Kipling, author; Sandy 
Koufax, baseball star; and 
Jack Lord, actor. 
@ 
AQUARIUS ~ 
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) 
You may be uncertain 
where you stand in a 
relationship. Still, the p.m. 
promise~ a happy time for all. 
Forget business concerns. P~cEs )<~. 
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 201 
A family member may wish 
to stay close to home. Or a 
close one is not in a party 
mood. Still, you'll be able to 
have a good time. 
YOU BORN TODAY are 
versatile, but must cultivate 
self-discipline and obtain a 
good education in the field of 
your choice for success. You 
have artistic talents and can 
succeed as a painter, 
musician or writer. Often you 
are attracted to businesses 
allied with the arts. It is im- 
portant that you like your 
work to offset a tendency 
towards laziness. You can 
succeed in business and are 
also drawn to promotional 
work, science, research, and 
medicine. Work involving 
travel may also appeal to you. 
Birthdate of: Odetta, folk 
singer; Henri Matisse, artist; 
and Elizabeth Arden 
,! 
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Well, X know the reason. White clothing does hal show 
• ~; - - - - -  perspiration they way colored clothing does, and tennis 
• " " ,,,, ~ players weat a lot. 
' ...... ' ~' ' MARTHA POST: LAKEI,AND, FLA. 
i - It DEAR MARTHA: Your explanation sounds reasonable. 
• "~ i  But read on for a few others: 
~:q,:;~:~: ............... ~ I believe I read somewhere that the reason all tennis 
%~:/:;~f}:~!i:~!i~! Ii 1~ players wear white is because it shows off their suntans. 
TENNIS PRO IN WORCESTER, MASS. 
"" ...... =~ Tennis players are required to wear white on the courts VVITe'""'-Has Hobby because if the players were permitted to wear colored 
, , I ,  clothes, you'd have stripes, wild pattdrns in elashipg colors, 
and a mess of distracting designs. It might distract other 
~. /O J  [e  [ I' A ' ' --'C JLs Garbage  spectators.players' nd would REASONEDeerLaInIy IOOklT ouTliketheiN ¥I'SILANTIdickens to 
By Abigail Van Buren Why do t~nnis players have to dress in white? Simple: 
• 1979 by Chicago Tribune.N.Y. News Synd. Inc. Because white is cooler. Don t ask me why, hut it is a known 
DEAR ABB¥: We need advice desperately. We have a and proven fact. You'll noLice that people who live in the 
dear young relative (married ayear) whose house looks like 
a disaster area. 
Would it be wrong to ask if we could go in and clean it up 
for her? 
You never saw such a mess in all your lifel 
ABSOLUTELY ANONYMOUS 
DEAR ABSOLUTELY: There's a Wise old truism, "Give 
a men a fish end he can eat for a day; teach him how to fish, 
and he can eat for a lifetime." 
Subtly offer your young relative a few tips from an "old 
veteran" on how to make housekeeping easier, if she reacte 
with appreciation, dig in and teach er. if she reacts with in- 
dign~tlon- back off. 
DEAR ABBY: In a recent column a womaz, complained 
tha~ her husband was not allowed to play tennis on a certain 
tennis eourL because he wasn't "properly attired." Ilte was 
wearing regular street rousers and shirt. He was told he 
had to wear white tennis shorts and white shirt.} 
The wife asked if you knew the reason for this rule, and 
you said yon didn't know for sure, but it was probably 
because white looks better and is cooler. 
desert are always dressed in white for that reason. 
COMMON SENSE FROM ORANGE, TEXAS 
• Tennis players must dress uniformly because it's the 
democratic way. When they all wear the same, nobody looks 
any richer or better dressed than his team players or op- 
ponents. And the color is white because most people look 
better in white. 
PETERSBURG, VA.  
The official tennis outfit originated in England over 150 
years ago. I t  was all white. Since that time, all tennis clothes 
are uniformly white to carry on the tradition. 
C.W. IN W. PAI,M BEACIt, FLA.  
DEAR ABBY: What do you think of a minister who stands 
outside a porno movie theater to see how many people he 
knows go in? 
JUST ASKING 
DEAR JUST: Re's not very bright. Some of the people he 
knows might see him standing there and think he just came 
out .  
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COMMUHITY ~ 
SERVICES 
®or® ++ 
/ 
"For  S l f l r  Living. Fuel Economy 
& Cleaner Air" 
CHIMNEYS BOILERS 
'AIR DUCTS FIREPLACES FURNACES 
PRO-VAC INDUSTRIES 
CANADA LTD. 
• Services Division 
Specialists In Power.vac cleaning 
96 Sterling Street 635.5292 
Kltimat, B.C. VaC 11(5 632.2466 
33. FORSALE ' 
MISC. ' 
49, HOMES. " 
FOR SALE. 
67, SERVICES . 
CLASSIFIED RATES 
LOCAL ONLY: 
20 words or less $2.00 per in. 
sertlon. Over 20 v~rds 5 contl 
.per word. 
3 or more consecutive Insertions 
;1.50 per Insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First Insertion charged for 
v,~eiher un or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after ad 
has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before second 
Insertion. 
Allowance can be made fOr only 
one Incorrect ed. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
cents 7f 7" pickup. , • mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available upon request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents per agate line. 
Minimum charge ~.00 per In. 
sertion. 
LEGAL . POLITICAL lad 
TRANSIENT ADVERTISINg: 
~.60 per column Inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
¢~00 per line per month. 
a 4 month basis only, 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days pror to 
I~Ubllcatlon day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
it :oo a.m. on day previous to day 
of publication Monday to Friday. 
ALL CLASSIFIED 'CASH WITH 
ORDER olher than 
BUSINESSES WITH AN 
ESTABLISHED ACCOUNT• 
SUBSCRiPTiON 
RATES 
Effective 
October l, fits 
Single Copy 20c 
By Carrier mth 3.00 
By Carrier year 33.00 
~yMail , : 3mth. 15.00 
~ly ANII I 6mth, 25,00 
ly Mil l  1 yr. 45.00 
• ~nlor Cltlzon, t 1 yr. 20.00 
British Common~veelth and 
United States of ~merlca one 
year ,~.0o 
BOX 399, Terrace, B.C. 
VSG 2M9 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thernhlll & Dlstrl,.t 
Phone 635.6357 
Kltlmat & District 
Phone 632-2747 
The Herald reserves the right 
to classify ads under appropriate 
headings and to set rates 
therefore and to determine page 
location. 
The Herald reserves the right 
to revise, edit, classify or reject 
any advertisement and to retain 
any answers directed to the 
Herald BOX Reply Servlca, and to 
repay the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement end box 
rental. 
BOX replies on "Hold" In- 
structions not picked up within io 
days of expiry of an ad. 
vertlsement will be destroyed 
unless mellln0 instructions are 
received. Those answering BOx 
Numbers are requested not to 
send originals of dOcuments to 
avoid loss. 
All claims of errors in ad- 
vertisements must be received 
by the publisher within 30 days 
after the first publication. 
38' WANI:ED MISC, 
54, BUSINESS 
PROPERTY 
56. BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITY 
It is agreed by the advertiser 
requesting space that the Service charge o| M,00 Oll all liability of the Herald In the N.S.F. ¢haques. event of failure to publllh en 
advertisement or In the event of 
WEDDING DESCRIPTIONS: an error appearing n the ad. 
No charge pmvldod news sub- vertlsement as publshed shell 
miffed within one month. ~.00 be llmltod to the amount pa d by 
production charge for wedding the advertiser for only one In. 
and.or engagement olctures. COrrect Insertion for the portion News of weddings (wrlto-ups) of the advertising space occupied 
received one month or more by the IncOrrect or omitted Item 
after event .~10.00 charge, with or only, and that there shall be no 
without picture. Subject to liability to any event greater 
condensation. Payable In ed- than the amount paid for such 
vance, advertising. 
CLASSIFIED Advertisements must comply 
ANNOUNCEMENTS: with the British Columbia 
elrths 5.50 Human Rights Act which 
Engagements 5.50 prohibits any advertising that 
,Marriages 5,50 discriminates against any 
Deaths 5.50 person because of his race, 
Funerals S J0 religion, sex, color, •nationality, 
Cardsof Thanks 5.S0 ancestry or place or origin, or 
Ndtmorlal Notices 5.50 because hie age Is between 44 
and 65 years, unless the COndition 
PHONE 635.6357 la Justified by a bona fide 
ClasslfkKI Advertising Dept.- - . . ~l~ulrement for tho "work' ln. 
• , ~  ,:~ ,~,v~ved. , ,~ . , ,  ,..~,.:., 
I I 
COMMUNITY 
SERVICES 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
meet every Tuesday night ~t 
8 In the Skeena Health Unit. 
More Information phone 635. 
3747 or 63.5.3023 
43. ROOMS 
FOR RENT BIRTHRIGHT 
WANTED 
DONATIONS 
The Three Rivers Workshop 
for the Handicapped are 
luoklng for donations of any 
old, broken or used pieces of 
Pregnant? In need of sup. furniture, also any discarded 
port? Call Birthright635.3907 wood products we could use 
• 3.4621 Lakelse. for recycling or renovating. 
Call us at ~15.2238 between 8 
Office Hours: Tues. 11 am.8 am and 3 pro. We will try to 
pro. Wed. 9:30 am-5 Fm, make arrangements for 
Thurs. 11 am.9 pm, Friday 1 
pm.10 pm or call 635.3164 or 
638.1227 anytime. 
OVEREATERS 
ANONYMOUS 
meets Wednesday at S pm at 
St. Matthew's Anglican 
Church basement, Phone 
635.4427 afar  6:30 pro• 
SKEENA CENTRE 
ONCE MORE WE OPEN 
OUR DOORS TO THE 
SENIORS OF THE 
COMMUNITY 
We offer 
COFFEE 
CONVERSATION 
& 
CRAFTS 
In a friendly 
Drop.In Centre 
atmosphere 
We supply 
MATERIALS 
INSTRUCTION 
& 
TRANSPORTATION 
as well as an area for 
relaxation. For more In. 
tormatlon about these end 
other act ivit ies,  please 
phone 635.2265 and esk for 
Skeena Centre, See you there 
anytime between Sam and 
3:30 pm Monday through 
Friday. 
Skeena Centre will be closed 
from December 17th, 1979 to 
January 3rd, 1980. We wish 
you and yours a Joyous 
season I 
48,. SUITES 
FOR RENT 
49, HOMES 
FOR SALE 
6T, 
SERVICES 
Kitimet A.A. Construction 
Group in Kltlmet: telephone 
632-3713 
MEETINGS 
Monday. Step Meetings 0:30 
pm Lutheran Church. 
wedne.~lys  • CIosed 
Meef l i~ ;  8 30 pm United 
Church. 
Fridays- Open Meetings 8:30 
pm Skeena Health Unit, 
Kltlmat General Hospital. 
AI-Anon Meetings • Tuesday 
8 pm United Church. 
pickup. 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFT SHOP 
Mil ls  Memoria l  Hosp!tal 
Auxil iary would appreciate 
any doeatlons of good, clean 
clothing, eny household 
Items, toys etc. for their 
Thr i f t  Shop. For pickup 
servlce phone 635.5320 or 635- 
5233 or leave donations at the 
Thr i f t  Shop on Lazelle 
Avenue on Saturdays bet. 
wean 11 am and 3 pm. Thank 
you. 
Llzelle Preschool 
4907 Lazelle Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
There aro•  few spaces 
ovallaeble for children ages 
3-5 In this progressive dally 
nursery school. Special help 
available for children with 
mild developmental delays, 
eg. poor co.ordlnaflon, 
delayed speech develop. 
ment, etc., not requiring 
medical referral. For fur. 
ther Information, phone the 
Supervisor, Hefty Olsen, at 
635.7918. 
TERRAC.~ 
WOMEN'S 
CENTRE 
- a support service 
for women. 
4711 Lazelle Ave. 
behthd Tllllcum Theatre 
435;5145 
Drop In: 10 am • 6 pm Mon. 
thru Thurs. 10 am - 4 pm 
Friday. We offer a com. 
forteble relaxed atmosphere 
to meet and share Ideas. 
Children are welcome. 
Evening Programs 
7:30 pm Tuesdays- Women's 
A.A. 1st Wednesday of month 
Status of Women. 2nd 
Wednesday - single parents 
(led by a single father)• 3rd 
Wednesday - Men and 
Women's Rap. Thursdays . 
Women's Night Out. 
SKEENA HEALTH UNIT TICKETS for Elks New 
2-3215EbySt. Years Ball m 638.1974 or 
Terrace, B.C. pick up at No. 104. 3604 N. 
635-6307 Kalum. 
CHILD HEALTH CON. (nc1-28D) 
FERENCES 
Weekly at Eby St. every WOMEN'S NIGHT OUT:at" 
Tues. 1:30.3:50 pro. Phone the Women's Centre will 
NEEDED IMMEDIATELY 
Avon representatives to 
work In the following areas: 
(I) Haugland, Graham and 
Cramer. 
(2) Muller, Valleyvlew area 
(3) Kofeod, Clarke, River 
Drive. 
for appointment• Held at 
Thornhlll Elem., 4th Tues. of 
every month from 1:30 - 3:30 
p.m. Phone for appointment. 
Babysltters who bring 
children must have parents' 
wr i t ten consent for Im. 
munlzatlon. 
ADULT IMMUNIZATION 
CLINICS 
be cancelled until aftoi" 
Chr i s tmas .  Happy  Please call Shellah at 635- 
Holldaysl (nc .28 Dec) 5486., (Ctfn-MWF.19.12.79) 
NEW YEARS EVE Dance JOB OPPORTUNITY 
Oddfellows Hall, 3222 POSITION: Program Co- 
Munroe Street.9 p.m. - 2 ordlnator.  Native Alcohol 
a.m. Tickets include Abuse Program. Gltkson. 
dinner. Phone 635.2794 or Carrier Tribal Council. 
635.2470. 
DUTIES: Supervise & co- 
Every Mon. and Wed. from 3 (nc.28D) 
to 4:10 pro. By appointment MILLS MEMORIAL 
only. Hospital Auxil iary wish to 
PRE-NATAL CLASSES announce that their Thrift 
Held throughout he year for Shop Is closed now and will 
expectant 'parents. Phone re-open on Jan. $, 1980.The 
Health Unit for details and Aux i l ia ry  Ladles thank 
registration, everyone who supported 
PRE-NATAL BREATHING the Thrift Shop, and look 
a n d R E L A X A T I O N forward to your patronage 
EXERCISES in 1980. Happy New Year, 
Held every Monday at- everyone. ' 
ternoon 1 - 2 pm• (no5J) 
HOME NURSING CARE 
• Nursing care in thehome for BETHEL NO. g3, Terrace, 
those who need it, on referral B.C. International Order of 
from their family doctor. 
Terrace area only. 
PRE-SCHOOL SCREENING 
CLINICS 
18 months: at Child Health 
Conferences. 6 yrs. once to 
twice monthly. 4:/2 • 5 years 
(pre-klndergarten): Spring 
blitz. Developmental, vision, 
hearing screening done. 
Please phone for ap. 
polntment. 
VD CLINIC 
Phone for apopolntment. 
Treatment available. 
SAN ITATION 
Public health inspectors can 
assist with sanitation 
problems, such as food 
polsonings and complaints, 
sewage dlsposah pr ivate 
water supplies and 
nuisances. 
SPEECH and HEARING 
CLINIC 
Held at 4612 Grelg Ave. - -  
638.1155. The audiologist will 
do hearing tests on referral 
by family doctor or com. 
munity health nurse. Speech 
pathologist - therapist wlli 
carry  out speech 
assessments and therapy. 
LONG TERM CARE 
At 205-4621 Lazelle Ave. Tel. 
635-9196. 
Assessment and planning for 
those eligible for Long Term 
Care. 
COMMUNITY 
VOCATIONAL 
REHABILITATION SER. 
VICES 
AID TO HANDICAPPED 
At 205.4621 Lazelle Ave. Tel. 
635.9196. 
Assessment and guidance 
for vocational and social 
rehabl l l tat lon done by 
consultant. 
Ripe Relief 
Abortion Counselling 
& Crisis Line for 
Women 
638-8388 
Women's A.A. Meetings 
every Tuesday night at 7130. 
4711 Lazelle Ave. 635.5145. 
LADLES SLIM LINE Club 
meets Monday evening - -  
6:30 pm • United Church 
basement, Kltlmat 
WEIGHT WATCHERS 
meeting held every 
Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the 
Knox United Church Hall, 
4907 Lazelle Avenue. 
The Play Centre 
4S42 Park Ave., 
6311.8211 
Chlldmlndlng Service; 
Supervised Programs for 
children ages 18 months to 5 
years. 
FOR INFORMATION ON 
THE BAHAI FAT FAITH. 
Phone 635.4865, 635.2632 or 
635-9905 anytime. 
Job's Daughters will be 
holding an open In. 
stallatlon of Officers on 
Friday, December 28, 1979 
at 7:30 pm at the Masonic 
Temple, 4915 Lazelle Ave., 
Terrace, B.C. 
(nc-28D) 
AUCTION' SALES 
Every Sunday 
2 p.m. 
Selling cars, .furniture, i
tools, hundreds of, new 
and used Items In stock. 
Open all day Saturday,for 
viewing and- ~ cam.', 
slgnment. 
L.W. Sears 
Auction Sells 
3092 Hwy. 16 E. 
(next to Northern Inn) 
63S-7824 
(a23,29,30,, 
,7,13,14,20,21,27,28D) 
II1:)1:)1 UN 
THE BEST 
Concrete septic tanks in 
stock. Get relief with a 
concrete Investment. 
Schmitty's Excavating 
635.3939 
(am 1 10 79) 
COLLI ER EXCAVATING 
Backhoe Work 
Phone 635.5340 after 6 
p.m. ~am 1 10 79) 
SEARS 
SALES AGENCY 
Wholesale merchandise 
Auction services 
,Ornamental ironwork 
3972 Doble Street 
Phone 635-7824 
10am.2pm 
Closed Mondays 
(am 12 10 79) 
PDQ 
Carpet & Flooring 
Installation 
You supply--we Install 
638.1691 
laml  In tQ) 
LOST WALLET containing 
important Identlf!cetlon. 
Reward offered for return. 
Call 635.2129 ask for Tom. 
(aft.tin} 
THE BANK'  OF NOVA 
SCOTIA is accepting NOTICE OF MEETING applications for a Junior 
Ksan House Society Ledger.  Keeper.  Ex.  
perience is preferred. 
General meeting at 7:30 p.m. Salary negotiable. Please 
at the Terrace Mental 
Health Centre on Wed-  apply In person to Mrs. 
nesday, January 9, 1980. Valarle Morehouse. 
( Nco9 Jan) (c2-27,28D) 
ordinate staff program 
development. 
QUALIFICATIONS: 
Background In supervision, 
management and coun- 
selling skills preferred. 
CLOSING DATE: January 
25, 1980. 
For more Information 
contact: 
Gltksan.Carrler ;rrlbel 
Council 
P.O. Box322 (N.A.A.P.) 
, Hazelton, B.C. 
(alO.27,28D,11J) 
Person required for perm 
part-time position. Duties tc 
Include delivery of paper, 
and productlon relatec 
duties. Apx 2.4 hrs aftornoor 
work. Must have owr 
vehicle. $4.00 per hour, 2~ 
cents per mlle. Photo 
635.6357ask for Shella. 
(Stt-tfn 
I 
CARRIERS 
NEEDED 
In the following areas 
Thornhill 
KIrsh, Maple, Kulspal, 
Kenworth, Skeena Valley 
Tra i ler  Crt, Sande, 
Toynbee, Old Lakelse Lk. 
Rd., Muller~ Pine, 
Paquefte, Empire, Clark, 
Newel l ,  Kofoed, River 
Dr;, Seaton. 
- Terrace 
4500 Grelg, 4500 Park, 
4500 Little, Birch, 4600. 
Lakelse, 4600 Davis, 4600 
Loen, 5000 Mills, 4900 
Welsh, 4900 Park, 
Tweedle. 
If you are Interested In 
any of the fol lowing 
routes please phone 
63S.6357 
between 9 am.  5 pm 
(notfn) 
HARLEY'S PAINTING 
& DECORATING 
DRYWALL,  stucco, tile, 
linoleum. Free estimates. 
Phone 638.1095 
(P 11.31 Dec) 
XMAS SPECIAL 
1977 A-I00 SUZUKI street 
bike, bought brand new in 
1978. $500.00. Phone 635. 
2750. 
FOR SALE :one 2 ton chain 
hoist 8125.00;5. Type 1 bags 
of cement $15.00; 1. 
ooncrete vibrator $308.00; 
1-15 ton house jack $30.00; 
1. tamping machine 
$500.00; I-concrete power 
trowel with extra blades 
$600.00; 1-V4 h.p. 110V 
Electric Motor $15.00; 1- 
Plumbers pipe holder 1" to 
12" pipe $20.00; 1-1% pipe 
threader $5.00; 1.1970 Ford 
4 speed transmission fits 
~65 to'72 for truck(ex- 
cellent condition) $150.00; 
1-1964 Ford 300 cu.ln• truck 
motor with clutch and 4 
speed transmission(motor 
needs work) $100.00; 1.3 
speed floor shifter con. 
version $10.00; 1-.4 foot 
carp level $20.00; 1.Black 
and Decker Bench grinder 
$40.00;1-100 amp main 
breaker box $40.00; 1.200 
amp main breaker fuse 
panel STS.00; car and truck 
cerbs-prlces vary; 1-1973 
AMC Javelin.S1000.00 or 
OBO; l-Datsun or Toyota 
~actory rear bumper 
$20.00; 1.1968 G.M.C.H.D. 
V2 ton pickup 301 standard 
800.00. ' 
For all the 
above phone 
635-3564 
(C10-31 Dec) 
ONE SET Manual pipe dies 
:/2 to 2 inch. Phone 635-7625. 
(c3-31D) 
HALL RENTALS 
Oddfellows Hall - 3222 
Munroe. For further In- 
formation phone 635-2794 or 
635.5661 (am-7-8-79-Tu, Fr) 
410 JOHN DEERE Backhoe 
for hire. Phone 635- 
4081. (cm 5 10 79) 
RED MALE POODLE. 2 
years old. Phone 635.4069. 
(c5-4J) 
URGENTLY 
NEEDED 
Female needs ride from 
downtown Into Thornhll l  
School area between 3 and 4 
pm weekdays. Will pay gas. 
Please call the Daily Herald 
at 635.6357 and leave a 
message. (sff fin) 
WANTED TO BUY: Used 
furniture such as couch, 
,cha i r ,  table & chairs. 
Phone 635. 
5417. . (ctfn 11 10 79) 
WANTED 
Spot cash paid for good 
used furniture, guns, 
jewellery, skates, BCRIC 
shares. 
Anything of value 
We buy~sell--trade 
Gunsmlthlng 
QUEENSWAY 
TRADING 
3215 Kalum St. 
Terrace 638-1613 
(atfn Tu F 23 11 79) 
FOR RENT: Bache!or 
rooms In mobile motel 
complex N. Kalum Trailer 
Court. Frldge In each 
room, community kitchen, 
laundry facilities. $50 week 
single, $37.50 week double. 
635-9473. 
(C40-23 Jan 
I 
HILLSIDE LODGE 
44S0 Littl e Avenue 
S leep ing  rooms,  
housekeeping units,  
centrally located. Fully 
fur.nlshed. Reasonable 
rates by day or week. 
Non.drinkers only. Phone 
635.6611 
(ctf F) 
FOR RENT: Furnished 2 
• bedroom unit, everything 
supplied Including dishes, 
linen, T.V. vaccum etc.- 
Suitable for 2 working 
adults. Phone 635-6757. 
(ctfn-20.12.79 
CLINTON MANOR 
Furnished or unfurnished 
studio or 1 bedroom 
apartments. Security 
enterphone. 
Phone 
635-2368 
638-1032 
(cl. O) 
SACRIFICE 
SALE 
Assessed mtg. value $49,500. 
Market  value $52,500. 
Sacrifice price $43,000. A 
sg, s00 savlngl I Five 
bedroom home. One and 
one.half bath, huge kitchen 
end dining room with wood 
heater. Large living room 
with fireplace, cerpefted, 
attached Insulated garage, 
2 wells, out.buildings. S.6 
km north on Kalum Lake 
Drive. Left hand side of 
road. Net taxes 550. Phone 
635.5942 to view. (p20 6J) 
FOR SALE by builder. Only 
two left. Prices reduced. We 
For more Information 
please cal l  collect. Days 
562-4114 or evenings 562- 
3697• (ctfn 4 12 79) 
FOR RENT,.' Approx. 900 sq. 
feet on second floor. Air 
conditioned. Located at 
4623 Lakelse Avenue. 
Phone635. 
255.2. (ctfn 5 12 79) 
FOR LEASE: Warehouse or 
shop. Units 19 feet by 48 
feet by 16 feet. Ceiling 
14x14. Overhead door, 
plumbing and gas heat. 
Phone 635- 
7459. (ctfnMWF 7 12 79) 
PROGRAM CO OR-  
DINATOR for the Native 
Alcohol Abuse Program.- 
G l tksan-Carr ler  Tr ibal  
(;ouncll. The duties are to 
supervise and co-ordinate 
staff program develop. 
ment.  Qua l i f i ca t ions .  
Background In super. 
vision, management and 
•INCORPORATION 
prepare your In- 
corporation papers over the 
phone-  fast. For more 
Information please call THE 
LAW SHOPPE of JACK D. 
JAMES, M.B.A. LI.B. TOLL 
FREE 112.800.663-3035 (in 
Vancouver call 687-2442) 
Chargex and Mastercharge 
welcome. (atfn F 10 10 79) 
h HORACE NELSON 
BROWN, hereby give 
notice that I have not been 
and will not be responsible 
for anyone's debts other 
than my own. 
(p4-2J) 
NOTIL,: TO CREDITORS 
ESTATE of the deceased: 
JUGGINS:Arthur J. late 
of 4011 Sparks St., Terrace, 
B.C. 
Creditors " and others 
having claims against the 
said estates(s), are hereby 
required to send them duly 
verified to the PUBLIC 
TRUSTEE, 800 Hornby 
Street, Vancouver, B.C. 
V6Z 2C5, before January 
18, 1980 after which date 
the assets of the said 
estate(s) w i l l  be 
counce l  l ing  sk i l l s  distributed, having regard 
preferred. For more In , . . •on ly  to claims that have 
formation contact .the ~' been recel[ued.~ ,~ 
G i tksen.Cerr le r  .TrlbaJ.'~L,,.~,~ ,,.~ ~r  ~':~ 
Council NAP Program Box CLINTON W. FOOTI 
322, Hazelton, B.C. Closing PUBLIC TRUSTEE 
date January 25, 1980. (A4-20,21,27,28 Dec 
(C10.4 January) 
NOTICE OF PARTIAL 
RIGHT OF WAY 
CLOSURE• 
197,5 FORD :/2 TON Pickup. Notice is given pursuant to 
38,000 miles. PS & PB. Section 11 (2a) of the High. 
Good condition. $3,500. 1973 . ways Act that e public road.  
Ford Van. PS & PB. Air created by the provisions of 
• Section 8 of the Highway Act 
635-3620.condItioning" $2,400.+ Phone, ~'withln property described ~" 
(p3.31D) 
1978 GMC 1 TON Fleetslde 
pickup. Camper special. 
Low mileage. Can be seen 
at Twin Valley Mobile 
Homes. 
(pS-3J) 
1977 CHEV % Ton heavy 
duty. 4 speed, PS, PB, 
19,000 miles. Michel in 
radials. $5,350. Also 
Vanguard canopy - -  $325. 
Phone 635. 
7459. (ctfnMWF 7 12 79) 
BRITISH COLUMBIA 
HYDRO AND 
POWER AUTHORITY 
Invites tenders for 
Helicopter spraying of 
*ransmlsslon rights-of.way, 
North Coast Division of B.C. 
Reference No.: QO-4157 
Closing Date: 16 January 
1980 
Sealed tenders c lear ly 
marked as above-referenced 
wil l  be received In Room 
1026, B.C. Hydro and Power 
Author i ty  Building, 970 
Burrard Street, Vancouver, 
B.C. VBZ 1Y3 until I1:00 AM 
16 January 1980. 
Details may be obtained 
from the office of the Pur- 
chasing Agent, 10th Floor, 
970 Burrard Street, Van- 
couver, B.C.' V6Z 1Y3, 
telephone 663.2577 and 663. 
2560. 
(al-28D)' 
as: (1) Commencing at a 
point 265 feet west of the 
north east corner post of 
D.L. 6543, Casslar Dist. 
thence west for 27 feet thence 
147 ft BRG S 21 degrees 09' 
W, thence 20 ft BRG S 23 
degrees51' E,thence 11'BRG 
S 68 degrees 51' E, thence 170 
ff BRG N 21 degrees 09' E to 
a point of origin comprising 
0.09 acres and (2) A 0.14 acre 
parcel commencing 233 feet 
on a BRG of S 21 degrees 09' 
W, from the point at origin at 
the above parcel, thence 11 tt 
BRG of N 68 degrees 51' W, 
thence 20 ft BRG S 66 
degrees 09' W, thence 84' 
BRG S 21 degrees 09' W to 
the E.C., thence 139 It. to the 
B.C. BRG S 23 degrees 38' 
06" W, thence 20' BRG S 21 
degrees 21' 54" E, thence 11 
ft BRG S 66 degrees 21' 54" 
East to the B.C., then turn 90 
degrees 09' 18" left to the P.I. 
of curve, thence 150 ft. along 
arc to E.C. BRG N 21 
degrees09' E, thence 98 ft. to 
point of origin Is hereby 
discontinued and closed as a 
public highway. 
This section of road is being 
closed so that houses con. 
structed with D.L. 6543 will 
,meet the 25 foot offset rule. 
The Honorable, 
A,V. Fraser, 
Mlnlster of Transportation, 
Communication and Hlgh. 
ways. 
(A4- 14, 21,28 dec, lan 4) 
DIVORCE 
S100 and filing fees 
We prepare your divorce 
papers over the phone - -  
fast. For more Information 
call THE LAW SHOPPE of 
JACK D. JAMES, M.B.A. 
LI.B. TOLL FREE 112.800. 
663.3035 (In •Vancouver area 
call 687.2442). Chargex and 
Mastercharge 
welcomed. (atfn Th20 9 79) 
BUY OR SELL Marlelle 
Fashion and Gold 
jewellery. Managers and 
salespersons needed In this 
area. For your full 
catalogue please phone 
638-8392 Evenings or write 
Mar le l le ,  No. 49-4625 
Graham Avenue, Terrace. 
If Interested In learning 
how to obtain free 
jeWellery or selling please 
advise. (c20 9J ) 
70. 
LIVESTOCK 
FOR SALE : Welner pigs, 
$35.00 each. Suckling Pigs 
25.30 Ibs $50.00 each 
dressed. Phone 849 5816. 
(P 5:28 Dec) 
Be a 
paper 
carrier 
Phone 
635-6357 
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Hotline big hit with consumers 
volunteer asked some old, non.profit service, money is fled up in useless 
questions, then figured that "I asked him where he marketplaee items such as 
the Toronto woman would ever got the idea he-needed pet rocks. 
"have to work an extra day instantly cocked food. Of The consumer groups~s 
every week to make loan course he got it from ad- goal is to out demand for 
payments on a new car. vertisements. When I was unnecessary goods o society 
"Is that car worth one day 
a week to you?" asked the 
San Francisco woman. 
No, decided the caller, who 
thanked the volunteer and 
hung up. 
"One Canadian man called 
last week to ask if he should 
buy his wife a microwave 
through with him, he had 
• dropped the idea." 
Started by Michsel 
Phillips, a "banker turned 
church business manager, 
the group is based on the 
belief that '  not enough 
thought, time or money is 
spent solving the world's 
will divert its resources to 
get on with more important 
matters. 
Its strsgety is: Why buy 
new if you can buy used? 
Why buy at all if you ca 
borrow, recycle 'or make it 
beurself? 
oven for Christmas," said serious problems -- hunger, Its Christmas message Is 
Fran Peavey, one of 13 war, enerw -- because too to keep It simple. 
volunteers at the two-year, much thought, time and Ms. Peavey's ru le  of 
TORONTO (CP) - -  A con. 
sumer hotline in San 
Francisco is proving to be 
popular With Canadian 
callers despite lougdistance 
toll charges at 90 cents a 
minute. 
Volunteers with the Money 
Is NOt Thrllllug (MINT) 
hotline recall a ~ recent 
inquiry from a Toronto 
womalL 
"What should I do?" asked 
the Toronto.woman. "I want 
to buy a new car, but maybe 
I shouldn't-- my old one still 
goes." 
The San Francisco 
Special store suits needs 
CALGARY (CP) -- Anne 
Richardson and her husband 
Norman knew they .were on 
to something when they 
decided Calgary needed a 
specialized store for the 
disabled and lnflrmed. 
But they never suspected 
demand would be so ldgh 
when they opehed their 
business'In August, 1978. 
"It has been successful 
boyind our wildest dreams," 
Mrs. Richardson says. '!We 
had so many ideas that we 
wanted to put into pr~etlee, 
and the busineso Jug grew." 
prosthesis forms for women 
who have had a mustectcmy. 
Glamorous nightgowns 
and underwear re equipped 
with special pocke~ which 
makethe wearer look as she 
did before surgery. 
There also is a range of 
swimsuits Which can be 
adapted for thcae who had 
breast operations. 
"The only thug .that aepa. 
rates mastectomy clothes 
.from ordinary clothing is 
that they fit so well," Mrs. 
Richardson says, 
"Most of them are made 
for mature women, and they 
are of a superior cut and  
made from superior 
materials." 
Adaptive clothing also Is 
available for elderly or in. 
firmed persons unable to 
cope with normal fastenings. 
Velcro fasteners are used, 
with buttons for or- 
namentatlon, 
Zippers with extra-big 
pulls are included, and the 
clothes all are generously 
cut, making it easy to put 
them on. 
The .most expensive 
garment fa t  he line costs 
$36.9~, and everything has 
bee~ manufactured to stand 
up to institutional washing 
and drying. 
"The whole aim of our 
business t$ to provide 
everything we can for the 
careof people st home and in 
the community," says the 
former nurse. "We do not 
deal directly with the hospi- 
tals, Our business i a one to- 
one, personal service." 
They also sell special" 
equipment and utensils for 
the disabled. Specially 
designed combs, spoons, 
knives, peelers and forks 
make it easier for anhritles 
to perform ordinary tasks. 
Even the store is specially 
designed. 
Merchandise is displayed 
so that persons in 
wheelchairs can easily see it. 
There is level parking at the 
door, double-door access, 
bathroom facilities for the 
handieapped and a private 
fitting room. 
The store specializes in 
clothing that can be put on 
easily, and in garmunt~ and 
Coolers can keep it hot 
tight-fittiug lid, so can an in- 
expensive styrofoam con. 
tainer. 
Old newspapers, foam 
rubber or pillows can be used 
instead of hay. 
The.only other thing 
neededqs a kettle or a Dutch 
oven pot that will fit the 
cooler with enough room for 
four to six inches of 
newspaper padding. 
It is hnpertant that he pot 
have a tigbt-fitting lid, to 
retain all possible heat and 
keep out air-borne bacteria. 
Pioneers used large east 
iron kettles, with enough 
food to feed 10 to 12 people -- 
a quantity that alone nsured 
hours. A small container 
with a small pot of food can 
came food spoilage after five 
or six hours, however, 
simply because there is not 
enough heat to begin with. 
The following techniques 
give some ideas for safely 
adapting any favorite stew, 
soup or casserole to the 
tireless cooker: 
Choose a recipe that 
normally requires three to 
four hours simmering time, 
Cut vegetables and meats 
into bite-size pieces for ef- 
ficient cooking, Every piece 
has to be heated thoroughly 
before being put into the 
Bring the mixture to a bee, 
reduce the heat and then 
cover. Simmer over direct 
heat for 20 to 25 minutes, 
Remove the pet from the 
heat without lifting the lid. 
Doublebeg the pot in regular 
brown grocery bags, being 
careful that the lid stays in 
place at all times. 
Sot in the insulated box on 
a well-packed bed of tightly 
crumpled newspaper. Stuff 
more crumpled paper tightly 
all around and on top of the 
kettle lid. Stuff in as much 
paper as possible. Cover the 
insulator with a tight-fitting 
lid. 
After four hours, the 
CALGARY (CP) -- In- 
sulated coolers used for 
summer picnics easily can 
be turned into fireless 
cookers to serve up hot food 
on winter trails. 
The method is an updated 
version of the pioneers' hay- 
box cookers, in which par- 
tiallyeooked food was 
packed into a hay.filled 
wooden box. The food 
finished coukin~ itself with 
the heat trapped inside the 
boX. 
But you don't need hay or 
even a wooden box for the 
fireless cooker. An 
aluminum or plastic in- 
sulated ice chest work 
equally well, and if it has a enough heat for -~everal "hay box". cooking will be complete. 
Co upo n aipp ing is ig *b u sine s S . . . . . .  
NIAGARA FALLS, Ont. stopped ringing and letters envelope for the coupons ' p ' t at the coupon 
(CP) -- Liza Fare surveys keep pouring in. they get in return. • clipper s booth. 
the shanblos that, until last There are more than 600 But many don't bother to "lfwedon'tgetdownthere 
July, was her living room. people from across Canada include the money, which in time, we get vicious 
Everywhere are letters, 
coupous, shoe boxes full of 
file cards, pots of glue, tape 
and pens-- in short, the tools 
of the coupon clipper's trade. 
Mrs. Fare's home is head 
office of the Coupon Clippers 
Club, which she formed last 
summer to help other 
shoppers ave as much as 
she does on her grocery bill. 
She uses coupons -- the 
kind you find in the 
newspaper, in magazines 
and in mailed flyers --  to buy 
food already on special. 
She stockpiles coupons and 
saves a bundle in the 
process: as much as $6 to $7 
on a $50 grocery bill. 
She also takes advantage 
of manufacturers' cash 
refunds. 
After forming a local club. 
she and her volunteer~ 
. opened a booth at a super- 
market so that shoppers 
could trade eoupons before 
they shopped. 
Thing.~ have exploded 
since then. After exposure in 
newspapers, radio and 
national television, Mrs. 
Fare's telephone hasn't 
Artificial. 
soft now 
in the club's exchange file, then adds to the club's costs. 
with more added every day. Sometimes, he says, con. 
"I never realized how sumers fail to check whether 
much people want to save," the coupon is good in Canada 
says Mrs. Fare, who now or whether it has expired. 
spends between 60 and 70 ' Some send in $3 worth of 
hours  a week clipping 
coupoos. 
Because of the volume, 
people must wait six to eight 
weeks for a reply and their 
coupous. 
The expenses of the non- 
profit club have grown with 
the interest. They need 
money for office equipment, 
paper, stamps, phone calls, 
envelopes and gas for their 
cars. And because many 
people don't understand how 
the club works, the money 
for expenses i n't sent in. 
"People are funny, you 
know," says Mrs. Fare. 
"They think you pocket he 
30 cents we charge for the 
service." 
Each time a shopper sends 
in unused coupons (and there 
should be at least $5 worth), 
he or she is supposed to send 
in 30 cents to cover the cost 
of the service, plus a 
stamped, self-addressed 
coupons and expect $10 
worth back. 
Mrs. Fare also has noticed 
that people can be rude and 
animals down our throats. If 
we're late, people go crazy." 
Her latest "baby" is 
Coupon Clippers News, a 
club newsletter that is 
available for 75 cents, or six 
issues for $4. 
It is available by writing 
Coupon Clippers Club, PC 
BOx 875, Niagara Falls, 
MANOR VILLA 
(Kenney Street & Agar Avenue) 
INTERESTED IN RENTING A NEW MODERN 
APARTMENT? APPLICATIONS ARE NOW BEING 
TAKEN: 
Bachelor suite, one and two bdrm, sultes available. 
Security entrance for your protection 
Pressurized hallways 
Carpeted throughout 
Drapes included 
Frldge & stove 
Washers & dryers available 
Ample parking 
Ensulte storage 
Adult oriented 
No pets 
FOR FUR (HER INFORMATION PHONE 
635-2169 (after 6:00 p.m., 
NOTICE 
Office Hours 
During the Christmas - New Year holiday season, the 
offices of the District of Terrace will, in addition to the 
normal weekend closing dates, be closed on the following 
days. 
Tuesday, December 25, 1979 
Wednesday, December 26, 1979 
Tuesday, January 1, 1980 
There will not be garbage pick up on those days 
Garbage collection for those days will be as follows: 
Regular Pick Up 
December 25, 1979 
December 26, 1979 
January 1, 1980 
Will Be Picked Up 
December 24, 1979 
December 27, 1979 
January 2, 1980 
Public Works Emergency Telephone He.: 638.8188 
District of Terrace 
I 
WASHINGTON (AP) -- 
Until inflation and energy 
problems are controlled, 
thumb for Christmas 
shopping is to make sure the 
gift will improve the 
reelpiant's quality of life and 
do the world some good. 
Some gift ideas: 
-.Sponsoring a Cambodian 
refugee in a friend's name. 
--Giving a coupon for a 
shared experience. For ex- 
. ample, "This coupon is good 
for gee day in the park," or 
"Good for one car wash -- by 
. me." 
--Dig through a closet for 
a wedding ift you've never 
used. Dust it off, give it a 
fresh wrapping and give it to 
someone you know will use 
it. 
--Hunt through your book. 
shelf - -  the one you sever 
disturb --  and find a book a 
friend would wn~oy. 
And If you can spare 90 many Americans will lose 
their freedom to choose 
cents a minute, the botline where they live, says Moon 
number is 415-956-5744. Landrieu, secretary nf 
GALESBURG, Mich. (AP) 
-- It won't take dirty hands 
to have a green thumb race a 
Michigan company's new 
product hits the market. 
The product is artificial 
soil. 
M ich igan  Grov~ers 
Products Inc. has developed 
fake dirt that looks just like 
the real thing, but really 
consists of 20 per cent 
styrofoam, 60 per cent 
Canadian peat moss end S0 
per cent vermiculite, a 
mineral found in soil, 
Gale/went, director of the 
Kalamazoo Co-operative 
Extenelm Service, said the 
artificial dirt is free of salts 
and doesn't have to be 
sterilized. It contains all the 
nutrients needed to nurse a 
young plant, and weighs 
about one.third an much as 
potting soil. 
Michigan Growers hopes 
to sell S00,O00 begs of the soil- 
less soil to plant nurseries 
and greenhouses in south- 
western Michigan next year, 
said company co.owner 
Lorence Weeks. 
HOUSING LIMITED 
homing and urban affairs, 
He says some people will 
have to double up in homes 
and rural residents will have 
to move to metropolitan 
areas because of the cost of 
gasoline. 
• NORTHWEST PiPE 
AND EQUIPMENT LTD, 
PIPE. PLUMBING SUPPLIES. PUMPS. 
HOSES. NUT~ANDBOLTS FENCJNG 
WATER SOFTENERS AND MORE 
5239 geith Avenue - N, , . .  c .,a,o 
635-7158 . 
NOW OPEN 
in the 
All West Centre 
HIGH COUNTRY 
Crafts & Gifts 
Monday. Friday 9 am • 9 pm 
Saturday 9 am. 6 pm 
45119.F Keith Ave. 638-1645 
( 
I 
FREE 
TERRACE HOTEL GIFT C[RTIFICATES 
For these items 
. hear tilth . hear claws 
. wolf tooth • beaver teeth 
• moose or delr aetllrs (,anglo r pair) 
Avollable st the front desk of Ihe 
EHACE HOTEL 
BILL IARDS & AMUSEMENTS 
.%. . . . . .%, . , .%. . . .  • . • • • • . .  • . . . . .  • • . . . . . . .  
• .  • • • .  • • .......................%..................;.?.........?.,.,., 
WE ALSO SELL, SERVICE • REPAIR ALL YOUR 
HOME aRUHSWICK PRODUCTS. 
3713 K A L U M  S /SEE I  
TERRACE B C  PHONEb35.2473 
Custom Upholstery. Fabrics & Vinyls 
Furniture Repair and Refinishing 
Cuetom Auto Interiors. Van Conversions 
Custom Quilting of Fabrics 
Pioneer Upholstery 
635-9434 
Weekdays 9.  $ 
Other hours by appointment 
Claudette Sandeckl 3901 Doble Rd. 
Since 1973 Terrace, B.C. 
MR. BUSINESSMAN! 
This Space Is Reserved 
For Your Ad. 
EAS TSIDE GROCER Y 
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT 
Open 7 days a week 
with Jerry & Marg 
to serve you 
WEEKDAYS 8-11 WEEKENDS 9-11 
44~ LAKELSE AVE. 535-2104 
YOUR FRIENDLY CONVENIENCE STORE 
NORTHERN LIGHT 
Stained Glass 
• Classes , , .~ ,~. ,  
eRepairs ~:~i  ,~-~.  
eSupplies :, --'~,./;~_;S/'~ 
• Custom .orders ~ ~ ' ~  
4820 Halliwell Ave. 638-1403 
WA [,, ,.,- 
~MUFFLERS 
_ ,~  Winter Months 
Nov.- Feb. 
8:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m 
Closed Sunday & Monday 
638-1991 3010K Kalum Street 
Will'S eOilTniOTiH6 
, i,~i~i! ~ Furuiture Repel, 
~~t  ..,Restorations, Hope Chests " 
;~!  Cestonl Made F|rmiter,, RefinishJl| 
~; ~ ~'* ] Geeeral Deildiag CoatractJe| 
2510 S, Kalum 635-6585 Terrace 
~ ~ 1  1 pA,~ VtXylHj~f,. LTD, 
oL~ U,EL~ ,~ Ro l,~g t, OOh( 
CE &qNqnterprises 
MUSIC FOR ALL OCCASIONS 
Wayne 13$.5144 
Daye ll$-iZlS Ernie 4|$.93$$ 
GLACIER 
L 
~'~ 4411 Loll. Avenue 
A , _ , c~ Terrace. D.C. 
$ 
A Complete Glass and S 
Aluminum Service 
11 
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Do You Want 
Your 
Business 
To 
Make 
You 
Money? 
If You Do OO00000000 
Why keep what you have to sell 
O00OO®®®O0 a secret? 
WHY NOT TELL YOUR CUSTOMERS THIS INFORMATION: 
1. WHO you are. 
2. WHERE you are located. 
3. WHY you think they would like to shop your store. 
11 
B 
WHEN is the time to get your best buys. 
WHAT you are trying to sell 
This is what advertising is all about, t your Daily Herald is the 
means of distributing this information to your customers for you. 
WHY NOT LET US HELP i 635-6357 
ASK FOR SOMEONE IN THE ADVERTISIHG DEPARTMENT, 
TO COME HELP YOU WiTH YOUR ADS OR BETTER YET, 
STOP BY ABOUT ITZ h -  ' - '  i!iiii! t daily hera • IO ',!~ii 
